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1 Introduction
The HP Serviceguard Toolkits for Database Replication Solutions User Guide includes the HP
Serviceguard toolkit for Oracle Data Guard (ODG toolkit) and the HP Serviceguard toolkit for DB2
High Availability Disaster Recovery (DB2 HADR toolkit).

NOTE: The product name used for the depot is “Serviceguard Disaster Recovery Toolkits for
Databases”. However, the product name was changed to “HP Serviceguard Toolkits for Database
Replication Solutions” to match the functionality delivered.

The Database Replication Solutions complement existing active/standby configurations for databases
in high availability clusters. In general, these database replication services require additional
software to be licensed (and often purchased). For instance, Oracle Data Guard is not free with
Enterprise versions of Oracle database and need to be licensed separately. DB2 HADR is also a
licensed product. For more details, please look at the vendor documentation.
In case of DB2 database active/standby configurations within a High Availability (HA) cluster can
take time following a failover because a database may take time to recover before becoming
available. The DB2 HADR toolkit brings new advantages, allowing a replica of the database to
be placed elsewhere, thus providing some disaster recovery, as well as can bring a standby online
faster than it might take for an active/standby configuration to start.
The ODG toolkit facilitates easy integration of Oracle Data Guard in an HP Serviceguard cluster
for improved high availability and disaster recovery for an Oracle database. This toolkit consists
of scripts used to manage the Oracle Data Guard primary and standby database instances.
DB2 HADR toolkit enables you to configure the DB2 primary and standby database as two
Serviceguard packages. It also provides role management features, such as role takeover and role
switch for DB2 HADR.

NOTE:
• The HP Serviceguard Toolkits for Database Replication Solutions User Guide was formerly

known as the HP Serviceguard toolkit for Oracle Data Guard.
• The ODG toolkit is available with both HP-UX 11i v2 and HP-UX 11iv3 releases. The DB2

HADR toolkit is available only with 11iv3 release.
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2 Serviceguard toolkit for Oracle Data Guard
Overview

The HP Serviceguard toolkit for Oracle Data Guard (ODG) toolkit facilitates easy integration of
Oracle Data Guard (ODG) in an HP Serviceguard cluster for improved high availability and disaster
recovery for an Oracle database. This toolkit contain scripts that manage the ODG primary and
standby database instances. ODG is a host based data-replication software, that replicates data
and provides a comprehensive set of services that create, maintain, manage, and monitor one or
more standby databases. It protects the data from disaster, human error, and data corruption.
ODG maintains these standby databases as consistent copies of the production database. If the
production database is unavailable in case of a planned or an unplanned outage, it allows any
standby database to take over the production role, thus reducing the downtime associated with
the outage. ODG can be used with traditional backup, restoration, and cluster techniques to provide
a high level of data protection and data availability.

Advantages
The ODG toolkit has the following advantages:
• Provides high availability for Oracle Data Guard processes, for both primary and the standby

database.
• HP Serviceguard includes built-in monitoring capabilities to check system resources like network,

volume groups, and files systems. Also, it can initiate a failover in the instance of their failure.
• Provides disaster protection and recovery for Oracle databases, and applications that use the

databases, when integrated with Serviceguard Extended Distance Cluster (EDC), Metrocluster,
or Continentalclusters.

• Integrates Serviceguard with Matrix Operating environment —VSE for Integrity Servers, to
control workload management, Instant Capacity, and other VSE technologies using
Serviceguard.

• Supports Active Data Guard. Oracle's Active Data Guard is a new feature for Oracle 11g
which needs an optional license from Oracle.

• Provides high availability for Data Guard Broker in the RAC environment.

• Supports Real Time Apply for standby Databases.

• Provides high availability in combination with SGeRAC toolkit to the RAC databases in the
Oracle RAC environment.

• Provides high availability in combination with the ECMT Oracle toolkit to the database, the
listener, and the ASM instances in the single-instance database environment.

• Automates failover of primary database to standby database (in a Continentalclusters
environment only) in case of a disaster at the primary database site and when the primary
database becomes unavailable.

• Supports Cluster Verification to identify inconsistencies that may result in package failure
across the package nodes.

• Serviceguard’s robust failover mechanism can be extended to provide reliable automatic Data
Guard role management (failover and switch over) operations.

NOTE: The toolkit does not support role transitions. However, after role transition task is manually
performed, the toolkit detects the new role of the database and monitors the associated processes.
The ODG toolkit supports automatic role transitions only in a Continentalclusters environment when
the primary cluster fails.
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Dependencies
The ODG toolkit requires the ECMT Oracle toolkit to provide high availability to a single-instance
ODG.
Similarly, in an RAC environment, the ODG toolkit requires the SGeRAC toolkit to provide high
availability to ODG RAC database instances.

NOTE: For information about supportability and compatibility with various versions of
Serviceguard, Toolkits and HP-UX, see the HP Serviceguard Toolkit Compatibility Matrix available
at http://www.hp.com/go/hpux-serviceguard-docs.

Table 1 Oracle Data Guard toolkit: Is and Is not

RAC EnvironmentSingle Instance

IS NOTISIS NOTIS

Does not support for
Automatic role transitions

Supports active data
guard for a Physical
standby database

Does not provide high availability
for Data Guard Broker

Supports active data
guard for a Physical
standby database except in Continentalclusters

environment

Fast-start failover feature of
Data Guard Broker needs to
be disabled

Real time apply for a
standby database

Does not support for automatic role
transitions using the toolkit except
in Continentalclusters environment

Real time apply for a
standby database

Supports toolkit
maintenance mode and
cluster verification

Supports toolkit
maintenance mode and
cluster verification

Provides high availability
for Data Guard Broker

Supported configuration
This section explains the supported configuration for ODG toolkit. It includes the configuration in
the following environment:

Single-instance Oracle database

Figure 1 Single-instance Oracle database

In Figure 1 (page 7), the ODG toolkit must be combined with the ECMT Oracle toolkit in a single
package.
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The ODG toolkit depends on the ECMT Oracle toolkit. Hence, customers who do not already have
the ECMT product must purchase it along with the ODG toolkit.
The Oracle database is started using the ECMT Oracle toolkit. The Data Guard processes are then
started using the ODG toolkit, after which, the application is monitored.
If either the Oracle database or any of the Data Guard processes fail, the package fails over
because the Oracle database and the Data Guard are integrated in a single package.

NOTE: You must create separate packages for each primary and standby database because the
primary database and all the standby databases are configured in separate clusters.

Configuring an ODG toolkit involves two scenarios:
1. If a customer already has an existing ECMT Oracle toolkit package configured and wants to

convert the Oracle database into a Data Guard setup:
• If the ECMT Oracle package is a legacy-style package, halt and discard the package.

Create a new package using both ECMT Oracle toolkit module and ODG toolkit module.
This is because the ODG toolkit does not support Legacy packaging.
cmmakepkg –m ecmt/oracle/oracle –m tkit/dataguard/dataguard
<pkg_file_name>

• If the ECMT Oracle package is a modular-style package, first halt the package, and then
insert Data Guard module using the following command:
cmmakepkg –i <pkg_ascii_file> -m <module_file_name>
<output_file_name>

where:

◦ pkg_ascii_file is the package file of the existing ECMT Oracle package. This
can be generated using the command cmgetconf –p <pkg_name>
<pkg_ascii_file>

◦ module_file_name is the name of the module to be included in the running
package. In case of Data Guard package, it's value is tkit/dataguard/
dataguard.

◦ output_file_name is the template file that gets generated with the values of the
ECMT Oracle database module populated in it. The user must edit this file and enter
values for the Data Guard specific package attributes, and then apply the package
using the cmapplyconf command.

• Re-apply the package after editing the Package Configuration file, and then run the newly
applied package using cmrunpkg command.

2. If you do not have an ECMT Oracle package running and want to create a fresh Data Guard
package, use the following command to create a package:
cmmakepkg –m ecmt/oracle/oracle –m tkit/dataguard/dataguard
<pkg_file_name>

where:

• ecmt/oracle/oracle is the Oracle toolkit module shipped with ECMT Oracle toolkit.

• tkit/dataguard/dataguard is the Data Guard toolkit module shipped with the ODG
toolkit.

• pkg_file_name is the template file that is generated. You must edit this file and enter
values for the ECMT Oracle specific package attributes and the Data Guard specific
package attributes. To create the package apply the file using cmapplyconf command.
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NOTE: The package parameter, START_MODE, must be set to mountwhen an ECMT Oracle
toolkit is used in combination with an ODG toolkit.
For an Active Data Guard, the standby database is started up to the [open] state. Set the
ACTIVE_STANDBY parameter to [yes], if you have purchased the optional license to enable Active
Standby functionality in the Oracle Data Guard Enterprise Edition. Active Data Guard is supported
in Oracle database version 11gR1 or later.

RAC environment
ODG can also be set up in an Oracle Real Application Clusters (RAC) environment. This architecture
combining the scalability and availability advantages of RAC with the site protection capabilities
of Data Guard is called Maximum Availability Architecture (MAA).
The standby can be an Oracle RAC or a single-instance Oracle database. SGeRAC can be used
to improve the resilience of an Oracle RAC environment, providing a higher level of availability
with more extensive monitoring of components that may fail.

NOTE: If the standby database is an RAC database, then only one of the standby instances can
perform the recovery. For more information about configuring Oracle Data Guard in an RAC
environment, see the Oracle website http://download.oracle.com/docs/cd/B19306_01/
server.102/b14239/rac_support.htm

Figure 2 RAC environment

In Figure 2 (page 9), the primary site contains the production database using Oracle RAC and
the symmetric secondary site maintaining physical standby using ODG.
In an RAC environment, the ODG toolkit can be combined with the SGeRAC toolkit in a single
package. In SGeRAC, we need to configure two MNPs – Oracle Clusterware MNP (OC MNP)
and RAC database instance MNP (RAC MNP). The “OC MNP ” allows SGeRAC to start or stop
Oracle Clusterware processes. The “RAC MNP ” allows SGeRAC to start/stop the RAC instances
via Oracle Clusterware. The ODG toolkit must be implemented as an MNP with the SGeRAC’s
RAC MNP. The SGeRAC’s RAC MNP provides high availability for the Oracle database processes.
Similarly, the ODG toolkit manages the Data Guard processes.
The ODG toolkit supports the following use-cases in an RAC environment:
1. Data Guard replication between RAC primary package and single-instance, stand-alone

standby database.
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Figure 3 Data Guard replication between RAC primary package and single-instance stand-alone
standby database.

Figure 3 (page 10), shows a Data Guard configuration where the primary database is Oracle
RAC and the standby is a single-instance database instance. The RAC primary is configured
on nodes 1 and 2 of the SG cluster 1.

NOTE: There can be more than two nodes in a cluster.

In the above mentioned example, we have taken two nodes, for better understanding. The
standby database is not a part of a Serviceguard cluster. It is present outside SG cluster 1.
Data Guard replication takes place between the primary RAC and the standalone standby.
Each instance of the primary database transmits its redo data to an instance of the standby
database. The role of the standby package is to receive the redo logs from the RAC primary
and apply them to the database. In this case, high availability is not provided for the standby.
In case the standby package fails, data replication stops.
The RAC primary database is configured by combining the ODG toolkit and SGeRAc toolkit
in a single package. The RAC primary package fails only when all the primary database
instances fail.

2. Data Guard replication between RAC primary package and single-instance standby package.

Figure 4 Data Guard replication between RAC primary package and single-instance standby
package
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Figure 4 (page 10), shows a Data Guard configuration where the primary database is
configured as an RAC and the standby database is a single-instance database. Both primary
and standby databases are configured in separate Serviceguard clusters for high availability.
The RAC primary is combined with the ODG toolkit and the SGeRAC toolkit in a single
package. It is configured on Node 1 and Node 2 in the SG Cluster 1. The standby database
is configured as a single-instance Serviceguard failover package on Node 1 and Node 2 in
the SG Cluster 2. The standby database is combined with the ODG toolkit and the ECMT
Oracle toolkit in a single package. Data Guard replication takes place from RAC primary to
the single-instance standby database. These two clusters are independent, and packages
cannot failover across clusters.

3. Data Guard replication between RAC primary and RAC standby.

Figure 5 Data Guard replication between RAC primary and RAC standby

Figure 5 (page 11), shows a Data Guard configuration where both primary and standby
databases are configured in two different RAC setups. The RAC primary is configured on
nodes 1 and 2 of SG Cluster 1 and the RAC standby is configured on nodes 1 and 2 of SG
Cluster 2. These two clusters are not a part of a Continentalclusters. Data Guard replication
takes place between the RAC primary and the RAC standby.

NOTE: Configure these two clusters using the ODG toolkit in a Continentalclusters environment
to achieve automatic role management. For more information on how to configure clusters in
a Continentalclusters environment, see “Continentalclusters environment” (page 11).

In RAC standby, only one standby instance performs the task of applying the redo logs to the
database. This instance is known as the recovery instance and all other standby instances are
known as receiving instances. When the recovery instance fails, the method of restarting the
redo apply depends on whether the Data Guard Broker is configured. If the Broker is used,
the redo apply restarts automatically on the first available standby instance. If the Broker is
not used, the redo apply is restarted manually on one of the other standby instances.

Continentalclusters environment
A Continentalclusters configuration provides an alternative disaster recovery solution in which two
clusters are geographically dispersed. For information about setting up Continentalclusters, see
Designing Disaster Recovery HA Clusters Using Metrocluster and Continentalclusters Manual
available at http://www.hp.com/go/hpux-serviceguard-docs.
A typical Continentalclusters environment consists of a primary cluster (SG Cluster 1) and a recovery
cluster (SG Cluster 2). In the primary cluster, Data Guard is configured using the ODG toolkit while
the Oracle database is placed on a disk that is shared between the nodes in the primary cluster.
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The standby database is created in the recovery cluster and is also placed on a shared disk. A
recovery group is created in the Continentalclusters environment with the following three packages:
1. Primary package: This package is created on the primary cluster, using the ODG toolkit. It

brings up the Oracle database on the primary cluster as a primary database and starts
monitoring the primary database processes. If the primary database fails on Node 1, the
primary package is failed over to another node within the Primary Cluster.

2. Data Receiver package: This package is created using the ODG toolkit on the recovery cluster.
It brings the Oracle database on the recovery cluster in standby mode and starts monitoring
the standby database processes. If the standby database fails, this package halts the Oracle
database and fails over the package to another node within the recovery cluster.

3. Recovery package: This package is also created using the ODG toolkit on the recovery cluster.
It is configured to bring up the Oracle database on the recovery cluster in the primary mode.
Initially, this package is in a halted state. When the primary cluster fails, you must run the
cmrecovercl command on the recovery cluster to bring up the recovery package.

NOTE: For a recovery package, the package attribute START_STANDBY_AS_PRIMARY is set
to [yes].

Initially, the primary package and the Data Receiver package is up and running, and the recovery
package is in a halted state. The primary package brings up the Oracle database on the primary
cluster in primary mode and the Data Receiver package brings up the Oracle database on the
recovery cluster in standby mode. Thus, a typical Data Guard environment is set up with data
replication done from the primary database on the primary cluster to the standby database on the
recovery cluster.
Multiple standby databases for the same primary database cannot be supported in a single
Continentalclusters setup. This is because there can be only one Data Receiver package and only
one recovery package in a given recovery group. However, the ODG toolkit in Continentalclusters
does not restrict you from configuring other standby databases that are placed outside the
Continentalclusters setup.

NOTE: The bi-directional and 3-1 configurations are possible in Continentalclusters environment

Single Instance Environment

Figure 6 Continentalclusters environment

In Oracle single-instance environment, Figure 6 (page 12), all the three packages (Primary, Data
receiver, and Recovery packages) are configured as failover packages. When the primary database
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fails, the Serviceguard configured on the primary cluster fails over the database to another node
within the primary cluster, thus providing high availability to the primary database. Similarly, if
the standby database fails, then the Serviceguard configured on the recovery cluster allows the
database to failover to another node within the recovery cluster. When the primary cluster is down,
the administrator must run the cmrecovercl command on the recovery cluster to bring up the
recovery package. This command halts the Data Receiver package, which in turn halts the standby
database. It then runs the recovery package, which brings up the database as a primary database
by performing a role failover. In this case, ODG toolkit handles role management. The start up
time of a recovery package is usually double than the start up time for an ordinary database
package. This is because the recovery package runs role transition commands which involves
shutting down the database after the role is changed and restarting the database. Hence,
start_script_timeout parameter in the package configuration should be specified
appropriately.
Restoring the cluster in a Continentalclusters to its original state is a manual process. The following
steps must be performed to restore the clusters to their original state:
1. Halt the recovery package — stops the database and the recovery package
2. Resync primary database from the standby database.
3. Start the primary package— brings up the database on primary cluster as a primary database
4. Start the Data Receiver package— brings up the database on the recovery cluster as a standby

database
RAC Environment

Figure 7 RAC environment

In an RAC environment, Figure 7 (page 13), all the three packages (Primary, Data Receiver and
Recovery Packages) are configured as Multi-Node packages (MNPs).
When the primary cluster is down, the recovery package on the recovery cluster must be brought
up by manually running the cmrecovercl command. This command halts the Data Receiver
package, which in turn halts the standby database. It then runs the recovery package, which brings
up the database as a primary database by doing a role failover. In an RAC environment, the start
up time of recovery package is more than that in a single-instance environment, since the role
transition is differently performed. In an RAC environment, during role failover only one of the
standby database instances (say, Instance A) should be running while others should be shutdown.
These other instances wait for Instance A to perform role failover, shutdown, and then restart. Once
these operations are performed on Instance A, the other instances are started. Hence
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start_script_timeout parameter in the package configuration should be appropriately
specified.
Restoring the cluster in a Continentalclusters to its original state is a manual process. The following
steps must be performed to restore the clusters to their original state:
1. Halt the recovery package — halts the recovery package
2. Resync primary database from the standby database.
3. Start the primary package— brings up the database on primary cluster as a primary database
4. Start the Data Receiver package— brings up the database on the recovery cluster as a standby

database

NOTE: In an RAC environment, the FAST_START_FAILOVER feature of ODG Broker must not be
enabled when using the ODG toolkit in Continentalclusters environment. When the ODG Broker
feature Fast Start Failover is enabled, it automatically changes the role of one of the available
standby database to “primary” role, if there is a disaster at the primary database site. Also, the
toolkit that performs role transitions in Continentalclusters environment might select a different
standby database for role change. This might lead to data integrity issues. Hence, FAST START
FAILOVER feature must be disabled in Continentalclusters environment.

Metrocluster and extended distance cluster environments
Metrocluster is an HP high availability product for Serviceguard customers who require integrated
disaster recovery solutions. HP Metrocluster uses Serviceguard clustering technology to form a
single cluster of systems that are located apart from each other at different data centers at
metropolitan distances.
While Metrocluster provides storage-based data replication across metropolitan distances,
organizations often like to build in additional data replicas, either locally or at other data centers.
When you perform both storage and ODG replication, it helps to safeguard customer data. ODG
protects against logical errors, while storage replication replicates any errors to the other replica.
For example, a dropped table.
The integration of ODG with Metrocluster or EDC gives organizations the choice to use storage
replication for Oracle and for all other application data.
The primary database can be configured inside a Metrocluster or an Extended Distance Cluster.
The standby database can be configured outside the Metrocluster/Extended Distance Cluster as
a standalone database or as part of a Serviceguard cluster.
For information about setting up Metrocluster, see Designing Disaster Recovery HA Clusters Using
Metrocluster and Continentalclusters Manual available at http://www.hp.com/go/
hpux-serviceguard-docs.
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Figure 8 Single-instance Data Guard configuration in Metrocluster with standby database residing
outside Metrocluster

NOTE: This configuration is supported both in single-instance and RAC environments. For better
understanding, the packages in the Figure 8 (page 15) are shown for a single-instance database.

In Figure 8 (page 15), Metrocluster is configured with two data centers; Data Center 1 as the
primary site, and Data Center 2 as the recovery site. The Data Guard primary database instance
is configured in Data Center 1, so that the archived logs and the primary database reside on the
disk that is shared locally between the nodes in that data center. The primary database instance
is started on any one node in Data Center 1, while other nodes in the data center are the backup
nodes for that instance. The data written to the storage array in Data Center 1 can be replicated
to the storage array located in Data Center 2 using array-based replication technology. It is not
necessary to configure the standby database in Data Center 2 because the data replication is
done by the Metrocluster solution.
The standby database instance is configured at a third location (for example site 3), which is not
configured within the Metrocluster environment. The third location is a separate Serviceguard
cluster with two nodes and a shared disk. The standby database instance is started on any one
node in the third location, the database and the archived logs are located on the shared disk. If
high availability is not needed for the standby database, the third location may not be configured
in a Serviceguard cluster. In this situation, there will only be one server at the third location and
the standby database instance must be brought up manually.
HP recommends that you do not configure the standby database in the same Metrocluster as the
primary database. This occurs because a Metrocluster with two data centers, in which the primary
database package is running on the first site, replicates (hardware replication from array to array)
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to the second site. If the standby database is configured on the second site of the Metrocluster it
becomes redundant configuration.
If there is a disaster and Data Center 1 is down, the primary database instance is failed over to
Data Center 2 and continues to function as a primary database. There will be no problems in
starting the primary database at Data Center 2 using the replicated data from the shared disk.
This is because Metrocluster has achieved data replication from Data Center 1 to 2. After the
primary database instance comes up at Data Center 2, it continues to send the archived logs to
the standby database located at the third location.
Also, a configuration in which another primary instance of Oracle is running at the second site,
and replicates to a third location is possible.

Figure 9 Data Guard setup in an EDC environment

HP Serviceguard Extended Distance Cluster (EDC) is a special configuration of an HP Serviceguard
cluster. It allows the cluster to span across two separate data centers for increased availability and
protection against an outage that might affect one of the data centers. HP Serviceguard EDC
provides automatic or manual failover capabilities for mission-critical data and applications in
data centers up to 100 kilometers apart. It protects geographically dispersed data centers from
unplanned downtime caused by system and application failures, operator errors, and local disasters.
In addition, it enhances data and application availability.
Figure 9 (page 16), shows a Data Guard setup in an EDC environment. All the four nodes are
present inside the same Serviceguard cluster. Primary database is configured at Site A and standby
database is configured at Site B. The primary package can failover in Site A but must not be
configured to failover to Site B. Similarly, standby database can failover inside Site B but must not
be configured to failover to Site A.
When Site A goes down, the role of standby on Site B must be manually changed to primary,
because role transitions are not supported in this configuration.

NOTE: This configuration is supported both in single-instance and RAC environments. For better
understanding, the packages in the Figure 9 (page 16) are shown for a single-instance database.
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Three data center configuration

Figure 10 Single-instance Data Guard setup in a Continentalclusters environment where the primary
cluster is configured as a Metrocluster

Figure 10 (page 17), describes a Continentalclusters setup with two clusters spread over three
different sites. The primary cluster is configured as a Metrocluster spread over two different sites
that are geographically dispersed within the confines of a metropolitan area. The recovery cluster
is configured on the third site as a Serviceguard cluster.
The primary database of Data Guard setup is configured as a primary package in the primary
cluster (Metrocluster instance). The primary cluster has two data centers (sites), each of which have
a storage array for storing the data. Metrocluster enables data written to the primary site to be
replicated to the recovery site and hence, the primary database instance can failover to any node
within the primary cluster.
The standby database is configured as a Data Receiver package in the recovery cluster. It receives
the archived redo logs sent by the primary database instance irrespective of the node on which
the primary database is running. Cross subnet failover is allowed across the sites.
When the primary cluster fails, the user must run the cmrecovercl command to halt the Data
Receiver package and start the recovery package. When you run this command, the recovery
package starts and brings up the Oracle database as a primary database. Thus, the standby
instance does not run, after the role of the database is changed to primary. Multiple standby
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configurations are not supported within a Continentalclusters setup. However, the ODG toolkit in
Continentalclusters does not restrict you from configuring standby databases that are placed outside
the Continentalclusters environment.

NOTE: This configuration is supported both in single-instance and RAC environments. For better
understanding, the packages in the Figure 10 (page 17) are shown for a single-instance database.

Configuring multiple instances of Oracle Data Guard
To support configuring Multiple instances of ODG single-instance/RAC databases, in one
Serviceguard cluster, all the instances must be configured in such a way that they function
independently. Each database must have different volume groups for storing the database and
redo logs. It must use different Oracle database listeners and IP addresses or ports.

Figure 11 Multiple Data Guard instances in each Serviceguard cluster

Figure 11 (page 18), shows a supported configuration where two two-node Serviceguard clusters
are configured to provide high availability to the Data Guard configurations. Two single-instance
Data Guard primary databases are configured in Cluster 1 and one standby database is configured
for each of the primary databases in Cluster 2. Both the clusters are independent of each other a
package failover cannot occur between the two clusters. Both the primary database in Cluster 1
and the standby database in Cluster 2, and their corresponding redo logs are located on shared
disks. Each database can be accessed from any nodes in their respective clusters. This enables
failover of the primary and standby packages within the cluster, and provides high availability for
both of them.

NOTE: This configuration is supported both in single-instance and RAC environments. For better
understanding, the packages in the Figure 11 are shown for a single-instance database.

Benefits of Oracle Data Guard toolkit in various configurations
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ODG toolkit configurations has the following benefits:

• High availability for primary/secondary databases

• Automation of start/stop of databases

BenefitsOracle Data Guard toolkit configuration in

It uses only one Serviceguard cluster. It stretches a Serviceguard
cluster across data centers up to 100 km apart and provides
protection against site outages.

Extended Distance Cluster environment

It provides push button automated role takeover of the ODG
database.

Continentalclusters environment

ODG databases can be configured for failover across two data
centers (which are up to 300 km apart) of the Metrocluster.

Metrocluster environment

It provides data consistency of synchronous replication . It
protects against local and wide area disasters.

Three Data Center configuration

NOTE: These configurations are applicable both in single-instance and RAC environment.

High availability for data guard broker
High availability for Data Guard Broker is supported only on RAC and not on single-instance
database because Oracle does not support high availability for Data Guard Broker with vendor
clusterware for single-instance Oracle database.
If the value of MONITOR_DG_BROKER attribute is set to [yes] and the ODG toolkit is used in
combination with the SGeRAC toolkit, the ODG toolkit starts the broker and monitors the DMON
process. DMON is an Oracle background process that runs for every database instance that is
managed by the broker. When you start the Data Guard broker, a DMON process is created.
HP recommends that you disable the “Fast Start Failover ” feature, while using the ODG toolkit
with ODG Broker in a Continentalclusters environment.

NOTE:
• If the broker process (DMON) fails, then the ODG toolkit does not failover the package. After

trying to restart it twice, a message is logged in the package log file to notify the user about
the failure of the Broker process.

• If MONITOR_DG_BROKER is set to [yes], the toolkit does not monitor the mrp (or lsp) process
on physical standby database (or logical standby database).

Setting up Oracle Data Guard toolkit
Perform the following tasks to set up the ODG toolkit:
1. Install the ODG toolkit
2. Configure the ODG toolkit
3. Add the package to the Serviceguard cluster
In this User guide, it is considered that:
1. Oracle is installed on all the nodes of the cluster.
2. Oracle Data Guard databases (primary and standby) are configured.
3. Storage is already configured.
For information on configuring ODG, see the Oracle website http://www.oracle.com.
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Installing and uninstalling Oracle Data Guard toolkit
The ODG toolkit is part of the HP Serviceguard Toolkits for Database Replication Solutions and is
available on installing HP Serviceguard Toolkits for Database Replication Solutions.

NOTE: The product name used for the depot is “Serviceguard Disaster Recovery Toolkits for
Databases”. However, the product name was changed to “HP Serviceguard Toolkits for Database
Replication Solutions” to match the functionality delivered.

To install HP Serviceguard Toolkits for Database Replication Solutions:
1. Run the command:

# swinstall -s <depot path>

The “SD Install - Software Selection” user interface appears where you can select the product
that you want to install.

2. On the “SD Install - Software Selection” screen, mark the product, “T2259AA”.
3. To mark the product for installation:

a. Select Action > Mark For Installation (m)
b. To install only a specific toolkit in “T2259AA”, see the options by pressing enter and

then select as appropriate.
4. Select Action > Install to initiate the installation.
To verify the installation completion, run the command:
# swlist -l product T2259AA

This command returns the list of toolkits that you selected during installation.

NOTE:
• After the installation of ODG toolkit is complete, “hadg.sh”, “hadg_rac.sh”, “hadg_rac_cc.sh”,

“hadg.conf ”scripts, and a README file are installed in the /opt/cmcluster/toolkit/
dataguard directory.

• In addition, “tkit_module.sh”, “tkit_gen.sh”, “cc_ext.sh” scripts, and the dataguard.1 file
used for modular packaging are installed in the /etc/cmcluster/scripts/tkit/
dataguard directory and /etc/cmcluster/modules/tkit/dataguard directory
respectively.

To uninstall the HP Serviceguard Toolkits for Database Replication Solutions, run the #swremove
T2259AA command.
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Table 2 Files created on installation of the HP Serviceguard toolkit for Oracle Data Guard

Available in DirectoryDescriptionFile Name

/opt/cmcluster/toolkit/
dataguard

Alert Mail generation scriptSGAlert.sh

This script contains a list of internally
used variables and functions that

Main Script in Single
Instance Environment
(hadg.sh) support the starting, stopping, and

monitoring of an ODG instance. This
script is called by tkit_module.sh to
perform the following:
• On package startup, it starts the

Data Guard instance
(primary/standby) and launches
monitor processes.

• On package halt, it stops the Data
Guard instance and monitor
process.

This script contains a list of predefined
variables that the user must customize

User configuration file
(hadg.conf)

for use with a particular database
instance. This is a configuration file
that is read by the toolkit script,
hadg.sh

This script contains a list of internally
used variables and functions that

Main Script in RAC
Environment (hadg_rac.sh)

support the starting, stopping and
monitoring of an ODG instance. This
script is called by tkit_module.sh to
perform the following:
• On package startup, it starts the

data guard RAC instance
primary/standby) and launches
monitor processes.

• On package halt, it stops the data
guard RAC instances and monitor
processes.

This external script is used in
Continentalclusters environment. It

External_pre Interface
Script (hadg_rac_cc.sh)

coordinates role transitions in the
recovery package of
Continentalclusters.

File that includes integration
instructions

README

Table 3 Files for the ADF module

Available in DirectoryDescriptionFile Name

/etc/cmcluster/modules/tkit/
dataguard

Soft link to dataguard.1dataguard

ADF module definition for ODG toolkitAttribute Definition File
(dataguard.1)
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Table 4 Module scripts of the HP Serviceguard toolkit for Oracle Data Guard

Available in DirectoryDescriptionFile Name

/etc/cmcluster/scripts/tkit/
dataguard

This script is called by the Master
Control Script and acts as an interface
between the Master Control Script and

Toolkit Module Script
(tkit_module.sh)

the toolkit interface script
(hadg.sh/hadg_rac.sh). It is also
responsible for calling the toolkit
Configuration File Generator Script
(described below).

This script is called by the Module
Script when the package configuration

Toolkit Configuration File
Generator Script
(tkit_gen.sh) is applied using cmapplyconf to

generate the user configuration file
(hadg.conf) in the package directory
(TKIT_DIR).

This script is called by the Master
Control Script and acts as an interface

External_pre Module Script
(cc_ext.sh)

between the Master Control Script and
the External_pre interface script
(hadg_rac_cc.sh). This external script
is used in Continentalclusters
environment.

The following parameters must be provided in the Package Configuration File

Table 5 Package attributes

DescriptionVariable Name

This parameter determines whether Active Data Guard
must be enabled on a Physical standby database instance

ACTIVE_STANDBY

or not. The Active Data Guard Option available with
Oracle Database 11g Enterprise Edition enables the
physical standby database to be opened for read-only
access. To enable this feature, you can set the toolkit to
[yes] in a package for Physical Standby database. The
default value is [no].

NOTE: To enable Active Data Guard, the user needs an
optional license from Oracle. Therefore, you must not set
the toolkit parameter to [yes] without a license.

The ODG Broker is a distributed management framework
that automates the creation, maintenance, and monitoring

MONITOR_DG_BROKER

of Data Guard configurations. The parameter
MONITOR_DG_BROKER specifies whether the ODG broker
can be used or not. It can take values [yes] or [no]. The
default value is [no]. This parameter can be used in RAC
environment only. Data Guard Broker is not supported in
the toolkit in Single Instance database environment.

NOTE: If broker configuration is enabled when this
parameter is set to [no], the toolkit fails the package startup
to avoid issues. Therefore, this must be avoided.

This is an ODG feature that enables log apply services to
apply redo data as it is received, without waiting for the

REAL_TIME_APPLY

current standby redo log file to be archived. This results in
faster switch over and failover times. To enable this feature
with the toolkit set the toolkit parameter
REAL_TIME_APPLY to [yes] in the package configuration
file. The default value is [no].
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Table 5 Package attributes (continued)

DescriptionVariable Name

This parameter specifies whether the standby database
must be started as the primary database or not. It has to

START_STANDBY_AS_PRIMARY

be set to [yes] in the recovery package of the
Continentalclusters' recovery group. When primary
package goes down, the user must run the command
cmrecovercl to bring up the recovery package on the
recovery cluster. The recovery package executes the failover
commands and starts the new primary database (which
was originally the standby database before recovery
package startup).

NOTE: The toolkit displays a warning message during
package validation (In package apply cmapplyconf -P
and package check cmacheckconf -P when this
parameter is set to [yes], stating that the parameter must
be used only in the recovery package of the
Continentalclusters environment. The toolkit thus alerts the
user to change its value to [no] if it is not a recovery
package.

This parameter is used to specify the email address for
sending alerts.

ALERT_MAIL_ID

NOTE:
• The other parameters required by the ODG toolkit are sourced from ECMT Oracle/SGeRAC

toolkit module.
• While using ECMT Oracle/SGeRAC toolkit module with ODG toolkit module, the package

configuration parameter START_MODE must always be set to [mount].

Configuring Oracle Data Guard toolkit
To create the logical volume infrastructure on shared disks, follow the instructions in the chapter
Building an HA Cluster Configuration in the manual Managing HP Serviceguard. The disk must
be available to all clustered nodes that are configured to run the ODG toolkit. Create file systems
on all logical volumes on the volume groups.
The ODG toolkit can be configured in one of the following methods:

• Install directory method: Scripts remain in the installation directory.

• Configuration directory method: You must copy the scripts from the installation directory
(including contents of subdirectories) to the configuration directory and define this location in
the parameter TKIT_DIR in the package configuration file. You can modify the scripts in the
configuration directory to add any specific requirements. Serviceguard first attempts to use
the hadg.sh (or hadg_rac.sh) script in the configuration directory. If the script is not found in
the configuration directory, it takes it from the installation directory.
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Single-instance environment
The sample configuration mentioned below uses the installation directory mode operation. This
example on ODG package setup and configuration is for an ODG configuration using LVM. It
illustrates the creation of a package for ODG in a single-instance environment.
1. Creating a package configuration

• Create two packages: one for the primary database on the primary cluster and the other
for the standby database on the standby cluster.

• Create a directory in/etc/cmcluster,
for example, /etc/cmcluster/pkg/dgpkg
This directory becomes TKIT_DIR and cd to this directory.

• Run the following commands to create the package configuration file templates.

NOTE: For a single-instance database, the ODG toolkit must be used in combination
with the ECMT toolkit.

In the below mentioned example, the ODG toolkit module is used with the ECMT Oracle modules
as follows:
#cmmakepkg -m ecmt/oracle/oracle -m tkit/dataguard/dataguard dgpkg.conf

• Specifying configuration parameters in the package
After the package configuration file is created, you must specify various parameter values. Only
the parameters that are to be modified in dgpkg.conf specifically for this configuration are shown
here.
The package configuration file shown below contains attributes of both the ECMT Oracle toolkit
and the ODG toolkit.
The following attributes are specific to the Oracle toolkit in ECMT:

#
# “package_name” is the name that is used to identify the package.
# Package names must be unique within a cluster.
#
package_name          dgpkg
------------------------------------------------------------------------
#
# “package_description” specifies the application that the package runs.
#
package_description “Serviceguard Package”
------------------------------------------------------------------------
#
# “package_type” is the type of package.
# The package_type attribute specifies the behavior for this package.
#
package_type         failover
------------------------------------------------------------------------
#
# “run_script_timeout” is the number of seconds allowed for the package to start.
# “halt_script_timeout” is the number of seconds allowed for the package to halt.
#
run_script_timeout   300
halt_script_timeout  600
------------------------------------------------------------------------
# “script_log_file“ is the full path name for the package control script log
# file.
script_log_file /etc/cmcluster/pkg/dgpkg/pkg.log
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
#
# Define package configuration directory
#
ecmt/oracle/oracle/TKIT_DIR /etc/cmcluster/pkg/dgpkg
------------------------------------------------------------------------
#
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# Define the instance type
#
ecmt/oracle/oracle/INSTANCE_TYPE database
------------------------------------------------------------------------
#
# Define Oracle home
#
ecmt/oracle/oracle/ORACLE_HOME /var/orahome
------------------------------------------------------------------------
#
# Define user name of Oracle database administrator
#
ecmt/oracle/oracle/ORACLE_ADMIN oracle
------------------------------------------------------------------------
#
# Define oracle session name
#
ecmt/oracle/oracle/SID_NAME ORCL
------------------------------------------------------------------------
#
# Define Oracle database startup mode
#
ecmt/oracle/oracle/START_MODE mount
------------------------------------------------------------------------
#
# Define whether the database instance is using ASM or not
#
ecmt/oracle/oracle/ASM no
------------------------------------------------------------------------
#
# Define ASM disk groups used by the database instance
#
#ecmt/oracle/oracle/ASM_DISKGROUP
-----------------------------------------------------------------------
#
# Define the volume groups used in the ASM disk groups for the
# database instance
#
#ecmt/oracle/oracle/ASM_VOLUME_GROUP
------------------------------------------------------------------------
#
# The ASM home
#
#ecmt/oracle/oracle/ASM_HOME
------------------------------------------------------------------------
#
# Define user name of Oracle ASM administrator
#
ecmt/oracle/oracle/ASM_USER oracle
----------------------------------------------------------------------
#
# The ASM session name
#
#ecmt/oracle/oracle/ASM_SID
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
#
# Define whether the configured listener has to be started with the server
#
ecmt/oracle/oracle/LISTENER yes
------------------------------------------------------------------------
#
# Define the Oracle listener name(s)
#
ecmt/oracle/oracle/LISTENER_NAME LISTENER_ORCL
------------------------------------------------------------------------
#
# Define the listener password(s)
#
#ecmt/oracle/oracle/LISTENER_PASS
------------------------------------------------------------------------
#
#ecmt/oracle/oracle/LISTENER_RESTART
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#
#ecmt/oracle/oracle/LISTENER_RESTART
------------------------------------------------------------------------
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NOTE: The following are the service commands for the package:
service_name oracle_service_test

service_cmd “$SGCONF/scripts/ecmt/oracle/tkit_module.sh oracle_monitor”

service_restart none

service_fail_fast_enabled no

service_halt_timeout 300

service_name oracle_listener_service_test

service_cmd “$SGCONF/scripts/ecmt/oracle/tkit_module.sh oracle_monitor_listener”

service_restart none

service_fail_fast_enabled no

service_halt_timeout 300

service_name oracle_hang_service_test

service_cmd “$SGCONF/scripts/ecmt/oracle/tkit_module.sh oracle_hang_monitor 30 failover”

service_restart none

service_fail_fast_enabled no

service_halt_timeout 300

service_name dataguard_service_test

service_cmd “$SGCONF/scripts/tkit/dataguard/tkit_module.sh dataguard_monitor“

service_restart none

service_fail_fast_enabled no

service_halt_timeout 300

NOTE: The following attributes are specific to the ODG toolkit:
------------------------------------------------------------------------

#

# Define ACTIVE_STANDBY

#

tkit/dataguard/dataguard/ACTIVE_STANDBY no

------------------------------------------------------------------------

#    Define MONITOR_DG_BROKER 

# 

tkit/dataguard/dataguard/MONITOR_DG_BROKER           no 

------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

#    

#    Define REAL_TIME_APPLY

#

tkit/dataguard/dataguard/REAL_TIME_APPLY             no

------------------------------------------------------------------------

# 

#    Define START_STANDBY_AS_PRIMARY 

# 

tkit/dataguard/dataguard/START_STANDBY_AS_PRIMARY    no 

------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

# 

#    Define e-mail address for sending alerts 

# 

#tkit/dataguard/dataguard/ALERT_MAIL_ID 

------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
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# 

# "vg" is used to specify which volume groups are used by this package. 

# 

vg                                      vgora 

------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

# 

# "fs_name", "fs_directory", "fs_mount_opt", "fs_umount_opt", "fs_fsck_opt", 

# and "fs_type" specify the file systems which are used by this package. 

# 

fs_name                                     /dev/vgora/lvol1 

fs_directory                                /oradb 

fs_type                                     "vxfs" 

fs_mount_opt                                 "-o rw" 

#fs_umount_opt 

#fs_fsck_opt 

------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

RAC environment
The below mentioned example illustrates the creation of a package for ODG in a RAC environment.
1. To create a package configuration

a. Create two packages. One for the primary RAC database on the primary cluster and the
other for the standby RAC database on the standby cluster.

b. Create a directory in /etc/cmcluster,
for example, /etc/cmluster/pkg/racdgpkg
This directory becomes TKIT_DIR and cd to this directory.

c. Run the commands to create the package configuration file Templates. In this example,
the ODG toolkit module is used with the SGeRAC toolkit modules as follows:
#cmmakepkg -m sg/multi_node_all -m sgerac/erac_tk_rac -m
tkit/dataguard/dataguard dgpkg.conf

NOTE: In the RAC environment, the ODG toolkit must be used in combination with the
SGeRAC toolkit.

2. To specify configuration parameters in the package:
After the package configuration file is created, you must specify various parameter values.
The parameters that must be modified in dgpkg.conf specifically for this configuration are
shown here.

NOTE: The following package configuration contains attributes of both SGeRAC toolkit and
the ODG toolkit.

The following attributes are specific to the SGeRAC RAC database module:
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
# 
# "package_name" is the name that is used to identify the package. 
# Package names must be unique within a cluster. 
# 
package_name                               dgpkg 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
# 
# "package_description" specifies the application that the package runs. 
# 
package_description                       "SGeRAC Toolkit RAC instance package"
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
# 
# "package_type" is the type of package. 
# The package_type attribute specifies the behavior for this package. 
# 
package_type                                multi_node 
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------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
# 
# "run_script_timeout" is the number of Seconds allowed for package to start. 
# "halt_script_timeout" is the number of Seconds allowed for package to halt. 
# 
run_script_timeout                         600 
halt_script_timeout                        700 

Note:"halt_script_timeout" has to be more than the sum of 
all the individual "service_halt_timeout"s of the "service_cmds".
In SGeRAC toolkit this value is 600, by default. 
Since the "service_halt_timeout"s for the service_cmds, "rac_check", and 
"dataguard_monitor" are each 300, a value larger than 600 has to be 
specified for "halt_script_timeout".

------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
# "script_log_file" is the full path name for the package control script log 
# file. 
script_log_file                           /etc/cmluster/pkg/racdgpkg/pkg.log
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
# 
#  Define Oracle RAC instance package working directory
# 
sgerac/erac_tk_rac/TKIT_DIR                /etc/cmluster/pkg/racdgpkg 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
# 
#  Define Oracle RAC instance package script file directory
# 
sgerac/erac_tk_rac/TKIT_SCRIPT_DIR                   /opt/cmcluster/SGeRAC/toolkit/racp
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
# 
#    Define Oracle Database name
# 
sgerac/erac_tk_rac/ORACLE_DBNAME                     orcl 
 ------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
# 
#  Define Oracle Home directory
# 
sgerac/erac_tk_rac/ORACLE_HOME                    /var/orahome 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
#
#   Define Oracle user
# 
sgerac/erac_tk_rac/ORACLE_USER                    oracle 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
# 
#   Define Oracle start up mode
# 
sgerac/erac_tk_rac/START_MODE                     mount 
#
# The package dependency parameters are "dependency_name",
# "dependency_condition" and "dependency_location".
#
dependency_name                                    ocmnp
dependency_condition                               ocmnp=up
dependency_location                                SAME_NODE
(Where ocmnp is the SMNP package for Oracle CLusterware)
------------------------------------------------------------------------
(NOTE: The following are the Service commands for the package)

service_name                                       racp_monitor_test
service_cmd                 "$SGCONF/scripts/sgerac/erac_tk_rac.sh rac_check"
service_restart                                    none
service_fail_fast_enabled                      no
service_halt_timeout                           300
service_name                                       dataguard_service_test
service_cmd                 "$SGCONF/scripts/tkit/dataguard/tkit_module.sh dataguard_monitor"
service_restart                                    none
service_fail_fast_enabled                      no
service_halt_timeout                          300 

(NOTE: The following attributes are specific to the ODG toolkit) 

------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
# 
#    Define ACTIVE_STANDBY 
# 
tkit/dataguard/dataguard/ACTIVE_STANDBY        no 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
# 
#    Define MONITOR_DG_BROKER 
# 
tkit/dataguard/dataguard/MONITOR_DG_BROKER     no 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
#    
#    Define REAL_TIME_APPLY
#
tkit/dataguard/dataguard/REAL_TIME_APPLY        no
------------------------------------------------------------------------
# 
#    Define START_STANDBY_AS_PRIMARY 
# 
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tkit/dataguard/dataguard/START_STANDBY_AS_PRIMARY   no 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
# 
#    Define e-mail address for sending alerts 
# 
#tkit/dataguard/dataguard/ALERT_MAIL_ID 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

Adding the package to the Serviceguard cluster
After the setup is complete, add the package to the Serviceguard cluster, and then start the cluster.
$ cmapplyconf -P dgpkg.conf

$ cmmodpkg -e -n <node1> —n <node2> dgpkg

$ cmmodpkg -e dgpkg

For more information on adding a package to the cluster, see the latest Managing HP Serviceguard
manual available at: http://www.hp.com/go/hpux-serviceguard-docs

Maintaining Oracle Data Guard toolkit
Sometimes the ODG database instances are taken down for maintenance purposes, like changing
configuration without migrating the instance to standby node. The toolkit maintenance option is
enabled only when the configuration variable MAINTENANCE_FLAG is set to [yes] in the toolkit
configuration file.

NOTE: The toolkit maintenance feature is different from the Serviceguard’s package maintenance
feature.
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Single-instance environment

NOTE: In the example the package name is considered to be dgpkg, and the package directory
is
/etc/cmcluster/pkg/dgpkg, and the ORACLE_HOME is configured as /orahome.
1. To disable the failover of the package, enter following command at the prompt:

 $ cmmodpkg -d dgpkg

2. To pause the monitor script, create an empty file /etc/cmcluster/pkg/dgpkg/
dataguard.debugby entering the command:
$ touch /etc/cmcluster/pkg/dgpkg/dataguard.debug

NOTE: Toolkit monitor scripts (both database instance and listener monitoring scripts), which
continuously monitor ODG process daemons' processes, now stops monitoring these processes.
The message, “Serviceguard Toolkit for ODG pausing Data Guard monitoring and entering
maintenance mode” appears in the Serviceguard Package log file.

3. If required, to stop the database instance(s), enter the following commands at prompt:
$ cd /etc/cmcluster/pkg/dgpkg/

$ $PWD/hadg.sh stop

4. Perform maintenance actions
For example, Database maintenance.

5. If you manually stopped the Oracle database instance before maintenance, start it again by
entering following command at the prompt:
$ cd /etc/cmcluster/pkg/dgpkg/

$ $PWD/hadg.sh start

6. To allow monitoring scripts to continue normally again enter following command at the prompt:
$ rm -f /etc/cmcluster/pkg/dgpkg/dataguard.debug

The message “Starting ODG monitoring again after maintenance” appears in the Serviceguard
Package Control script log.

7. Enable the package failover
 $ cmmodpkg -e dgpkg

RAC environment
The ODG package in an RAC Environment can be put into maintenance mode the same way it is
done in a Single Instance environment. However, if the CRS package goes into maintenance mode,
SGeRAC DB toolkit module (which is dependant on the CRS package) also goes into maintenance
and hence, stops monitoring the database. You must manually set the maintenance mode because
the ODG toolkit does not go into the maintenance mode automatically.

NOTE: If a package failure occurs during maintenance operations, the package does not
automatically failover to an adoptive node. You must manually start the package on the adoptive
node. For more information on manually starting the package on an adoptive node, see the latest
Managing Serviceguard manual available at http://www.hp.com/go/hpux-serviceguard-docs →
HP Serviceguard.

Cluster verification for Oracle Data Guard toolkit
Cluster verification is a proactive mechanism for identifying cluster inconsistencies that adversely
affect toolkit package failover to a node. It checks for Serviceguard, ODG toolkit and Oracle
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database versions on all package nodes of the cluster. If there are any inconsistencies, cluster
verification logs appropriate warning messages. It does not lead to a package validation failure
during package apply or package check.
In a single-instance environment, consider a two-node cluster, where both nodes have Serviceguard
A.11.20, ECMT B.06.00 and same Oracle database versions but different ODG toolkit versions.
Use cmcheckconf to check package configuration using the node1# cmcheckconf -P
pkg.conf command:
On node2, validation of package dataguard succeeded with:
The toolkit configuration file in the toolkit configuration directory is backed up and a new file is
created when the package configuration is applied.
On node1, validation of package dataguard succeeded with:
WARNING: ODG toolkit version on all package nodes does not match.
Check syslog for more details.
cmcheckconf: Verification completed with no errors found.
Use the cmapplyconf command to apply the configuration.

Troubleshooting
This section explains some of the problem scenarios that you may encounter while working with
the ODG toolkit in an HP Serviceguard Cluster.

Recommended ActionPossible CauseProblem Scenario

Check if the primary database is up
and running and the Data Guard state

This message is logged when the
standby database is unable to connect

If the package log for the standby
database contains an error message:
RFS process not found. 
Please check the network 
connection.

is healthy. Also check if the connection
between the primary database and the
standby database is good. If
ALERT_MAIL_ID package attribute is

to the primary database. This could
either be because the primary
database is down, or the connection
between the primary database and
the standby database is lost. set, then a mail is sent to the mail ID

when this problem scenario occurs.

If the Data Guard Broker is enabled for
the RAC database, the toolkit package

This message is displayed only in Data
Guard RAC configurations. This

If the RAC Data Guard package for
RAC database fails to start and logs

attribute MONITOR_DG_BROKER mustmessage is logged when the package
attribute MONITOR_DG_BROKER is set

the following message in the package
log file:
Data Guard Broker configuration should
 not be enabled when MONITOR_DG_BROKER

be set to yes. Otherwise, the package
will not start.to no and Data Guard Broker is

enabled for the database.
 parameter in the Package Configuration
 File is set to no.

Limitations
The ODG toolkit has the following limitations:

• Both the primary database and the standby database cannot be part of the same Metrocluster.
If standby is configured in the same Metrocluster it becomes a redundant configuration because
the primary database is already being replicated (hardware replication) between the sites of
the Metrocluster.

• It does not support legacy style configuration. Hence, the combinational package of ODG
toolkit module and ECMT Oracle toolkit Module (or SGeRAC toolkit database Module) cannot
be packaged in legacy style although the ECMT (or SGeRAC) supports legacy style of
packaging.

• Multiple standby database instances cannot be supported in the Continentalclusters setup
because only one recovery package and only one Data Receiver package can exist within
the recovery group. Other standby instances can be configured outside the Continentalclusters
environment.
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• When using the ODG Broker toolkit in Continentalclusters environment, the “Fast Start Failover”
feature of ODG Broker must be disabled. In case of a disaster at the primary site, the “Fast
start failover” feature of ODG Broker enables automatic failover of the primary database to
an available standby database. This may lead to Data Integrity issues when the toolkit attempts
to failover the primary to a different standby. Hence, HP recommends that you disable “Fast
Start Failover” in Continentalclusters environment where role transitions are supported.

• If the CRS package goes into maintenance mode, SGeRAC DB stops monitoring the database.
You must manually put the Data Guard toolkit into the maintenance mode because it does not
go into this mode automatically.

• Always set the attribute START_MODE in ECMT Oracle/SGeRAC toolkit to [mount] when you
use it with ODG toolkit.

• It does not perform role transitions. if required, the role transitions must be manually performed.
When the Primary cluster goes down, the toolkit supports automatic role transitions only in
Continentalclusters environment (Both Single Instance and RAC environments).

• For a recovery package of Continentalclusters environment, set the attribute
START_STANDBY_AS_PRIMARY to [yes].

• The toolkit displays a warning message during package validation (in package apply
cmapplyconf -p and package check cmacheckconf -p) when the parameter
START_STANDBY_AS_PRIMARY is set to yes. The message suggests that the parameter
must be used only in the recovery package of the Continentalclusters environment. Therefore,
the toolkit alerts you to change its value to [no] if it is not a recovery package.

• To enable Active Data Guard, the user needs an optional license from Oracle. Therefore, this
toolkit parameter must not be set to [yes] without the license.

• ODG Broker is not supported in single instance SG environment.

• If the attribute MONITOR_DG_BROKER is set to [yes], the toolkit does not monitor the mrp (lsp)
process on the physical standby database (logical standby database).

• Broker configuration should not be enabled when the parameter MONITOR_DG_BROKER is
set to [no]. If enabled, the toolkit fails the package startup to avoid issues.
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3 Serviceguard toolkit for DB2 High Availability Disaster
Recovery

Overview
The HP Serviceguard toolkit for DB2 High Availability Disaster Recovery (DB2 HADR toolkit) enables
you to configure the DB2 primary and standby database as two Serviceguard packages. It provides
high availability for DB2 database and role management assistance, such as role takeover and
role switch for DB2 HADR.
DB2 HADR toolkit handles role takeover automatically. When the primary database fails, standby
package performs a role takeover. This process is faster than the entire process of stopping the
database on one node and starting it on another node.
After role takeover, when the primary package is started, the database starts as standby because
the primary database is already up. In this scenario, the standby package runs as a primary
database and the primary package runs as a standby database. DB2 HADR toolkit can also be
configured to perform a role switch to restore the configured role.

Advantages
When DB2 HADR is deployed in an HP Serviceguard cluster using DB2 HADR toolkit, it has the
following advantages:

• Provides high availability for DB2 processes, for both primary and the standby database.

• Provides seamless role takeover and role switch features between databases both in the same
and different clusters.

• You can configure the packages using Serviceguard Manager. For more information, see
http://www.hp.com/go/hpux-serviceguard-docs → HP Serviceguard Manager.

Dependencies
DB2 HADR toolkit requires the Enterprise Cluster Master Toolkit (ECMT) DB2 Toolkit.

Prerequisites
This section lists the prerequisites for DB2 HADR toolkit.
• Serviceguard A.11.20 must be installed on all nodes and the cluster must be configured.

• Enterprise Cluster Master Toolkit version B.06.00 or later must be installed.

• DB2 v9.7 with Fix Pack 4 must be installed. The database must be created, and HADR must
be configured for that database. Both standby and primary HADR must be started before
starting DB2 HADR packages.

• Secure Shell (SSH) connection without password for root user must be set between the nodes
on which the primary and standby packages are configured. The connection must be set using
the interconnect traffic IP address or alias name used to configure DB2 HADR. For steps on
how to configure SSH connection, see “ To configure SSH connection without password for
root user between two nodes” (page 56)

• DB2 HADR must be configured using the same DB2 instance name on both primary and the
standby database.

• For separate packaging, ECMT DB2 package must be created before creating the HADR
packages.
For more information on Separate Packaging, see “Packaging methods” (page 36)
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• To avoid data loss, during DB2 HADR configuration, the peer window value must be
appropriately set. This value must be four times the multiple of the value of monitor interval.
This is to ensure that the role takeover is initiated within peer window time. Use Network Time
Protocol to ensure time synchronization between the nodes where the primary and standby
database resides.

• If the DB2 HADR toolkit packages are configured in multiple subnet environment, use alias
names for Interconnect traffic IP and to configure DB2 HADR. When multiple IP entries are
created for an alias name in the /etc/hosts file, it enables the package to transition to
different subnets.

NOTE:
◦ You must configure the client application connect IP as DB2 HADR package IP.

◦ All IP addresses used in the DB2 HADR package must be in the LAN that is monitored
by Serviceguard.

IMPORTANT: HP recommends that you do not run any DB2 or HADR commands manually,
when DB2 HADR packages are up and running because these operations may interfere with
the way that Serviceguard controls DB2 HADR. Therefore, the results might be inconsistent.

Installing and uninstalling HP Serviceguard Toolkits for Database Replication
Solutions

DB2 HADR toolkit is part of the HP Serviceguard Toolkits for Database Replication Solutions and
is available on installing the HP Serviceguard Toolkits for Database Replication Solutions.

NOTE: The product name used for the depot is “Serviceguard Disaster Recovery Toolkits for
Databases”. However, the product name was changed to “HP Serviceguard Toolkits for Database
Replication Solutions” to match the functionality delivered.

To install the HP Serviceguard Toolkits for Database Replication Solutions:
1. Run the command:

# swinstall -s <depot path>

The “SD Install - Software Selection” user interface appears where you can select the product
that you want to install.

2. On the “SD Install - Software Selection” screen, mark the product, “T2259AA”.
3. To mark the product for installation:

a. Select Action > Mark For Install(m).
b. To install only a specific toolkit in “T2259AA”, see the options by pressing enter and

then select as appropriate.
4. Select Action >Install to initiate the installation.
To verify the installation completion, run the command:
# swlist -l product T2259AA

This command returns the list of toolkits that you selected during installation.
To uninstall the HP Serviceguard Toolkits for Database Replication Solutions, run the # swremove
T2259AA command.
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Using the DB2 HADR toolkit

Packaging methods
DB2 HADR toolkit packages can be configured in combined or separate way.
• Combined Packaging: This method of packaging is recommended if an instance comprises

only one database. In this method of packaging, a package consists of ECMT DB2 and DB2
HADR modules and manages (starts, stops and monitors) both the instance and the HADR.

• Separate Packaging: This method of packaging is recommended if an instance comprises
multiple databases. One package is created using the DB2 HADR toolkit to manage HADR
and another package is created using the ECMT DB2 toolkit to manage the instance. If one
database fails, it does not impact other packages. However, if the instance fails, all the
packages fail.

NOTE: The DB2 HADR package created using the separate packaging method must have
the "same-node up" dependency on the DB2 instance package.

Supported configuration
This section explains the supported configuration for DB2 HADR toolkit. It includes the configuration
under the following scenarios:

Combined packaging
When primary and standby packages are in the same cluster

Figure 12 Primary and Standby Packages in the Same Cluster

In this configuration, Figure 12 (page 36), DB2 primary database is configured in a volume group
shared between Node 1 and Node 2. The standby database is configured in a volume group
shared between Node 3 and Node 4. HADR is configured between primary and standby database.
The DB2 database and the HADR are packaged using the DB2 HADR toolkit.
Two separate packages are created; one each for primary and standby database. Primary package
is configured to run either on Node 1 or on Node 2 and is currently running on Node 2. If the
primary package fails on Node 2, then it fails over to Node 1. Similarly, the standby package is
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configured to run either on Node 3 or Node 4 and is currently running on Node 3. If the standby
package fails on Node 3, it fails over to Node 4.
The primary database package manages the primary database and the primary HADR. Similarly,
the standby database package manages the standby database and the standby HADR. Also, the
standby package automatically takes over the role of the primary database, if the primary database
fails or the node on which the primary database is currently running crashes. A role switch operation
can be configured for the primary and standby packages to restore the original role of the
databases. It is performed as soon as the failed database comes back online and the status becomes
“peer”.
IBM recommends that the standby must be started before starting the primary.
The toolkit does not perform any role takeover when the primary package is halted using the
cmhaltpkg command. The standby package takes over the role only if the primary package fails
or if the primary node crashes.

NOTE: You can also configure the DB2 HADR in two node configuration. This configuration
allows only role management, role takeover, and role switch and should not be configured to
failover the package.

In this scenario, the DB2 HADR toolkit supports the following events:

NOTE: Packages in Event 1–4 are initially in the “Online” state. The Online state refers to the
state where both the packages are up and running and the primary HADR send logs to the standby
HADR, and both databases are in the “Peer” state.

Event 1: Standby HADR package fails
If either the standby database or the standby HADR is down, the standby package fails on Node
2. In this case, the standby package logs a failure message in the package log and sends an email
if the ALERT_MAIL_ID package attribute is set.
The primary package continues to run. Standby is not connected to the primary database, so the
primary package logs a warning message, Standby disconnected and sends an email. The standby
package fails over to Node 1. After primary HADR re-establishes the connection, the primary
package logs another message to the package log intimating that the connection is re-established.
If the standby package is halted manually, the primary package logs a warning message, Standby
disconnected and sends an email if ALERT_MAIL_ID package attribute is set.
Event 2: Primary HADR package fails
If the primary package fails, either because the DB2 database monitoring or the primary HADR
has failed, the package fails on that node. If ROLE_MANAGEMENT attribute is set to [yes], the
standby HADR package performs a role takeover and becomes the new primary database. The
role takeover is done using the [by force] option. The standby package logs success or failure of
the role takeover to the package log, and an email is sent. Simultaneously, primary package fails
over to Node 1. While primary package starts on Node 1, standby package does a role takeover.
In this case, primary package starts HADR as standby. After the new primary database is up, all
database clients reconnect to this database using the Automatic Client Reroute feature of DB2
HADR. When primary package fails and the ROLE_MANAGEMENT attribute is set to [no], standby
package does not perform a role takeover. If failover is enabled for the package, primary package
fails over to Node 1 and starts HADR as primary.
Event 3: The node hosting the primary database crashes
Consider ROLE_MANAGEMENT attribute is set to [yes]. In this state, if Node 2 crashes, the standby
HADR package uses the by force option to perform a role takeover, and becomes the new
primary database. Standby package logs success or failure of role takeover in the package log
and an email is sent to the mail ID. Simultaneously, primary package fails over to Node 1. While
primary package starts on Node 1, the standby package completes the role takeover process. In
this case, primary package starts HADR as standby. After the new primary database is up, all
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database clients reconnect to this database using the Automatic Client Reroute feature of DB2
HADR.
If the ROLE_MANAGEMENT attribute is set to [no], behavior is the same as in Event 2.
Event 4: Primary package is manually halted
If the primary package is halted using the cmhaltpkg command, the standby package does not
perform a role takeover. The standby package continues to run and logs a message in the package
log stating that the primary package is manually halted. There is no other impact on the standby
package when the primary package is halted manually.
Event 5: The failed primary package restarts on the primary node
This scenario is a continuation of Event 3 and 4. After the initial role takeover, the original primary
package attempts to start as the primary package. The primary package fails to come up as the
primary package because a role takeover was performed when the primary package went down,
and the original standby package is now running as primary HADR. In this case the package
attempts to come up as standby. However, if it fails to come up as standby, it halts the package
but if it is successful, it performs the following tasks:
1. Syncs up with the primary HADR and retrieves all the pending DB2 database archive logs.

This is a HADR feature and toolkit does not perform this task.
2. After the logs are in sync, the HADR on both nodes move to the Peer state.
3. If the RESTORE_ROLE package attribute is set to [yes], the original primary package performs

a role switch to resume its role as the primary database. This automatically enables the original
standby database to resume as the standby database.

4. If the RESTORE_ROLE package attribute is set to [no], the original primary (which is now
standby), continues to run as standby.

When primary and standby packages are in different clusters

Figure 13 Primary and Standby Packages in Different Clusters

In this configuration, Figure 13 (page 38), SG Cluster1 and SG Cluster 2 are configured for the
primary and standby package, respectively. Node1 and Node2 shares the volume group on which
the primary database is configured. Primary package can run on both the nodes. Similarly, the
standby database is configured on the volume group that is shared between Node3 and Node4.
Standby package can run on both the nodes.

NOTE: For more information on events, see When primary and standby packages are in the
same cluster.

To provide high availability only to primary database
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Figure 14 HA to Primary Database

This configuration provides High Availability (HA) to primary databases. In Figure 14 (page 39),
DB2 primary database is configured in a volume group shared between Node1 and Node2 in a
Serviceguard cluster. The standby database is running on Node3 placed outside the cluster. The
primary package is configured to run either on Node1 or Node2 and running on Node1. The
standby database is not packaged using DB2 HADR toolkit.
This configuration does not provide the role management feature for DB2 HADR toolkit. Thus, the
package does not handle automatic role takeover or role switch. HA to primary database is
provided through failover. If primary database fails on Node1, Serviceguard brings up the primary
database on Node2. The client node cannot connect to the database until it comes up on Node2.
In this configuration, set the ROLE_MANAGEMENT attribute to [no].

Separate packaging
When primary and standby packages perform role management
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Figure 15 Primary and standby packages in the same cluster to perform only role management

In this configuration, primary and standby packages are configured in the same cluster to provide
automatic role management at the database level. Here, if any one of the primary databases fail,
corresponding standby database package performs role takeover without impacting other databases.
In Figure 15, HADR is configured between primary and standby databases. It is mandatory to set
the ROLE_MANAGEMENT attribute to [yes]. The DB2 instance is packaged using ECMT DB2 toolkit
and HADR is packaged using the DB2 HADR toolkit. Node1 and Node2 are configured for primary
and standby databases, respectively. The HADR packages are dependent on the respective ECMT
DB2 package. On Node1, two databases, Sample1 and Sample2 are configured under Instance1.
On Node2, standby databases are configured for Sample1 and Sample2.
Node 1 consists of ECMT DB2 Package1, Primary Package1 and Primary Package2. ECMT DB2
Package1 manages the DB2 instance, Instance1. Primary Package1 and Primary Package2
manages HADR configured for Sample1 and Sample2, respectively. HADR primary packages on
Node1 are dependent (same node dependency) on the ECMT DB2 package1. Similarly, Node2
consists of ECMT DB2 Package2, Standby Package1, Standby Package2. ECMT DB2 Package2
manages the DB2 instance, Instance1. Standby Package1 manages HADR configured for Sample1
and Standby Package2 manages Sample2.
The standby HADR package performs the role takeover when the corresponding HADR primary
package fails.
A role switch operation can be configured for the primary and standby packages to restore the
original role of the databases. As soon as the failed database comes online, the standby package
starts monitoring the connection status of HADR. When the connection status changes to peer, the
standby package performs role switch.
The toolkit does not perform any role takeover when the primary package is halted using the
cmhaltpkg command. The standby package takes over the role only if the primary package fails
or if the primary node crashes.
In this configuration, the DB2 HADR toolkit handles the following events:

NOTE: Packages in Event 1–4 are initially in the “Online” state. The Online state, is the state
where both the packages are up and running, the primary HADR send logs to the standby HADR,
and both databases are in the “Peer” state.

Event 1: Standby HADR package fails
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On Node2, if the HADR configured for standby database, Sample1, is down, the Standby Package1
fails. Similarly, if the HADR configured for standby database, Sample2, is down, the Standby
Package2 fails. In either of these cases, failure of one package does not impact other packages
configured for the same instance. In this case, the standby package logs a failure message in the
package log and sends an email if the ALERT_MAIL_ID package attribute is set.
The primary HADR package continues to run. Standby is not connected to the primary database,
so the primary HADR package logs a warning message, standby disconnected and sends an email.
When the Standby comes online, the primary HADR re-establishes the connection, and the primary
package logs another message to the package log about the re-established connection.
If the standby package is halted manually, the primary package logs a warning message, standby
disconnected and sends an email.
Event 2: Primary HADR package fails
On Node1, if the HADR configured for primary database, Sample1, is down, the Primary Package1
fails. Similarly, if the HADR configured for primary database, Sample2 is down, the Primary
Package2 fails. Failure of one package does not impact other packages configured for the same
instance. In this event, the failed primary package logs a failure message in the package log and
sends an email.
The standby HADR package continues to run. Primary is not connected to the standby database,
so the standby HADR package performs a role takeover and logs a warning message, primary
disconnected and sends an email. When the Standby comes online, the primary HADR re-establishes
the connection, and the primary package logs another message to the package log about the
re-established connection.
If the primary package is halted manually, the standby package logs a warning message, primary
disconnected and sends an email if ALERT_MAIL_ID package attribute is set.
Event 3: ECMT DB2 package fails
When ECMT DB2 package configured on Node1 fails, both of the primary HADR packages also
fail because the primary packages are dependent on this ECMT DB2 package. The ECMT DB2
package and all its dependent packages log a failure message in their respective package logs
and then sends an email. All the corresponding standby HADR packages perform the role takeover
and sends an email to inform that the role takeover is performed.
Similarly, when ECMT DB2 package configured on Node2 fails, both the standby HADR packages
also fail because the standby packages are dependent on this ECMT DB2 package. The ECMT
DB2 package and all the dependent packages log a failure message in the package log and sends
an email.

NOTE: To halt the ECMT DB2 package manually, you must manually halt all the HADR packages
that are dependent on the ECMT DB2 package.

Event 4: The node hosting the primary database crashes
If Node1 crashes when it is in the online state, the standby HADR package uses the by force
option to perform a role takeover, and thus becomes the new primary database. All database
clients reconnect to this database using the Automatic Client Reroute feature of DB2 HADR. Standby
package logs the result of success or failure of the role takeover process in the package log and
then sends an email.
Event 5: Primary package is manually halted
If the Primary Package1 is halted using the cmhaltpkg command, the corresponding Standby
Package1 does not perform a role takeover. It continues to stay up and logs a message in the
package log stating that the primary package is manually halted. There is no impact on the Primary
Package2, standby packages and ECMT DB2 Package2 when the Primary Package1 is halted
manually.
Event 6: The failed primary package restarts on the primary node
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This scenario is a continuation of the events 2, 3, and 4. After the initial role takeover, Primary
Package1, which was originally configured as the primary package, attempts to start as the primary
package. It fails to come up as the primary package because a role takeover was performed when
the Primary Package1 went down, and the respective Standby Package1 is now running as primary
HADR. In this case, the package attempts to come up as standby. However, if it fails to come up
as standby, it halts the package but if it is successful, it performs the following tasks:
1. Syncs up with the new primary HADR and retrieves all the pending DB2 database archive

logs. This is a HADR feature and the toolkit does not perform this task.
2. After the logs are in sync, the HADR on both nodes move to the Peer state.
3. If the RESTORE_ROLE package attribute is set to [yes], the original primary package performs

a role switch to resume its role as the primary database. This automatically enables the original
standby database to resume as the standby database.

4. If the RESTORE_ROLE package attribute is set to [no], the original primary package (which
is now standby), continues to run as standby.

When primary and standby packages perform failover

Figure 16 Primary and standby packages in the same cluster to perform failover

In this configuration, primary and standby packages are configured in the same cluster to provide
high availability and role management at the instance level. Here, if any one of the databases or
the instance fails on the node hosting the primary databases, all the packages configured for that
instance are halted on that node, and the packages fail over to the alternate node. Also, all the
corresponding standby packages perform role takeover.
In Figure 16, DB2 primary databases are configured in a volume group shared between Node1
and Node2. The standby databases are configured in a volume group shared between Node3
and Node4. HADR is configured between primary and standby databases. The instance and
HADR are packaged with ECMT DB2 toolkit and DB2 HADR toolkit, respectively.
Six packages, three each for primary and standby database are created. Primary packages are
configured to run either on Node1 or on Node2, and is currently running on Node2. If the primary
package fails on Node2, it fails over to Node1. In such a situation, all the packages running on
Node1 fail over to their respective standby packages and these standby packages perform role
takeover. Similarly, the standby packages are configured to run either on Node3 or Node4 and
are currently running on Node3. If the standby package fails on Node3, it fails over to Node4.
In such a situation, all the packages configured for the same instance fail over to the alternate
node. ECMT DB2 Package1 is configured to run either on Node1 or on Node2, and is currently
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running on Node2. Similarly, ECMT DB2 Package2 is configured to run either on Node3 or on
Node4, and is currently running on Node3.
For primary and standby packages, the package dependency and package priority must be
configured in such a way that if any of the packages fail, all the packages must failover to the
alternate node. While you set up the package for failover, you must set the dependency and priority
attributes for the package. The priority of the ECMT DB2 package must be lower than the HADR
packages, so that if one package fails, all the packages configured for that instance are also
moved to the alternate node.

NOTE: Failover takes place at the instance level and not at the database level.

The primary database package manages the primary database and the primary HADR. Similarly,
the standby database package manages the standby database and the standby HADR. Also, if
the primary database fails or if the node hosting the primary database crashes, the standby package
automatically takes over the role of the primary database. A role switch operation can be configured
for the primary and standby packages to restore the original role of the databases. It is performed
as soon as the failed database comes back online and the status becomes “peer”.
In this scenario, the DB2 HADR toolkit supports the following events:

NOTE: Packages in Event 1–4 are initially in the “Online” state.

Event 1: Standby HADR package fails
If Standby Package1 fails, Standby Package2 and ECMT DB2 Package2 are halted on Node3
and all the three packages are moved to Node4. Similarly, if Standby Package2 fails, Standby
Package1 and ECMT DB2 Package2 are halted on Node3 and all the three packages are moved
to the Node4. If Node3 fails, it leads to a failover of all the packages configured on that node to
its alternate node, Node4. In this case, the standby package logs a failure message in the package
log and sends an email. The primary HADR package logs a warning message, standby disconnected
and sends an email.
Event 2: Primary HADR package fails
If Primary Package1 fails, Primary Package2 and ECMT DB2 Package1 are halted on Node2 and
all the three packages are moved to Node1. Similarly, if Primary Package2 fails, Primary Package1
and ECMT DB2 Package1 are halted on Node2 and all the three packages are moved to Node1.
In case Node2 fails, it leads to a failover of all the packages configured on that node to its alternate
node, Node1. In this case, the standby package logs a failure message in the package log and
sends an email. The primary HADR package logs a warning message, standby disconnected and
sends an email.
Event 3: ECMT DB2 package fails
When ECMT DB2 Package1 fails, both the primary HADR packages configured on Node1 also
fails because the primary packages are dependent on the ECMT DB2 Package1. All the failed
packages log a failure message in the package log and sends an email. All the dependent HADR
packages and ECMT DB2 Package1 fails over to the alternate node and their respective standby
packages perform role takeover. The standby HADR packages log a message and sends an email
to inform that the role takeover is performed.
Similarly, when ECMT DB2 Package2 fails, both the standby HADR packages configured on Node2
also fails because the standby packages are dependent on this ECMT DB2 package. All the failed
packages log a failure message in the package log and then send an email. All the dependent
HADR packages and ECMT DB2 Package2 configured on this node fails over to the alternate
node.

NOTE: To halt the ECMT DB2 package manually, you must manually halt all the HADR packages
that are dependent on the ECMT DB2 package.

Event 4: The node hosting the primary database crashes
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Consider that ROLE_MANAGEMENT attribute is set to yes. If Node2 crashes when it is in the online
state, all the packages configured on Node2 fails over to the alternate node, Node1. The standby
HADR package uses the by force option to perform a role takeover, and thus becomes the new
primary database. All database clients reconnect to this database using the Automatic Client
Reroute feature of DB2 HADR. The standby package logs the result of success or failure of the role
takeover process in the package log, and then sends an email. When the primary package fails
over to Node1, it checks for the availability of primary database. Since the standby package has
performed role takeover, primary package starts the database as standby.
If the ROLE_MANAGEMENT attribute is set to no, behavior is the same as explained in Event2.
Event 5: Primary package is manually halted
If Primary Package1 is halted using the cmhaltpkg command, the corresponding Standby
Package1 does not perform a role takeover. It continues to run and logs a message in the package
log stating that the primary package is manually halted. There is no impact on the Primary Package2,
standby packages, and ECMT DB2 packages when the Primary Package1 is halted manually.
Event 6: The failed primary package restarts on the primary node
This scenario is a continuation of the events 2, 3, and 4. After the initial role takeover, Primary
Package1, which was originally configured as the primary package, attempts to start as the primary
package. It fails to come up as the primary package because a role takeover was performed when
it went down, and the respective Standby Package1 is now running as primary HADR. In such a
situation, the original primary package attempts to come up as standby. However, if it fails to
come up as the standby package, it halts the package, but if it is successful, it performs the following
tasks:
1. Syncs up with the new primary HADR and retrieves all the pending DB2 database archive

logs. This is a HADR feature and toolkit does not perform this task.
2. After the logs are in sync, the HADR on both nodes move to the Peer state.
3. If the RESTORE_ROLE package attribute is set to yes, the original primary package performs

a role switch to resume its role as the primary database. This automatically enables the original
standby database to resume as the standby database.

4. If the RESTORE_ROLE package attribute is set to no, the original primary (which is now
standby), continues to run as standby.

Creating packages
To create the primary and standby package:
1. Create a directory in /etc/cmcluster,

for example, /etc/cmcluster/hadr_primary.
2. cd the /etc/cmcluster/hadr_primary directory.
3. Create the DB2 HADR package configuration file:

NOTE: DB2 package must be created before creating the HADR package.

• Combined Package: To create a combined package, run the following command:
cmmakepkg –m ecmt/db2/db2 –m tkit/db2hadr/db2hadr pkg.conf

• Separate Package: To create a separate package, run the following command:
cmmakepkg -m tkit/db2hadr/hadr pkg.conf

where:
◦ cmmakepkg is the Serviceguard command that is used to create the package.

◦ ecmt/db2/db2 is the name of the ECMT DB2 toolkit module.
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◦ tkit/db2hadr/db2hadr and tkit/db2hadr/hadr are the names of the DB2
HADR toolkit modules.

◦ pkg.conf is the name of the package configuration file. Edit the package
configuration file, and apply it using the cmapplyconf command.

4. Edit the following attributes manually in this file before creating the package:

DescriptionAttributes

The package name must be unique in the cluster.package_name

Package must be a failover package.package_type

Name of the cluster node on which the package will
run. Ensure that the primary package and the standby

node_name

package have different node names. The primary and
the standby packages must not run on the same node.

It is the package log file path where the package log is
stored.

script_log_file

This is the package directory where the toolkit
configuration files are generated when the package is

TKIT_DIR

created. This directory need not be same for the Primary
and the Standby packages.

It is the administrator’s email ID. The package sends
alert mails during package failure.

ALERT_MAIL_ID

It is the DB2 instance name (e.g. db2inst1)INSTANCE_NAME

Set it to 0 since DB2 HADR toolkit does not support
multiple partitions. The default value is 0.

PARTITION_NUMBER

The default value is db2sysc. Do not change this value.MONITOR_PROCESSES

This attribute is used to enable or disable the
maintenance mode. The default value is [yes].

MAINTENANCE_FLAG

This is the time interval (in seconds) between the monitor
cycles and the default value is 30 seconds. The toolkit

MONITOR_INTERVAL

monitors the health of the package every
[MONITOR_INTERVAL ]seconds.

NOTE: This value adds to the time for role takeover
and hence should be set to an optimum value.

This value is used when a package is halted. During
this time the toolkit awaits the completion of a normal

TIME_OUT

package shutdown before forcefully halting the
application.

Set it either to [primary] or [standby] based on the role
that the HADR is supposed to play on the node.

HADR_ROLE

This is the DB2 database name on which HADR is
configured.

HADR_DATABASE

Set it either to [yes ]or [no]. The value must be same for
both the primary and standby packages. If this attribute

ROLE_MANAGEMENT

is set to [yes ]then package handles role takeover and
final role switch. If it is set to [no ]then package does
not handle role takeover and final role switch. It can
only function as a failover package. The default value
is set to [no].

NOTE: If this attribute is set to [yes ]then HADR_IPand
RESTORE_ROLE attributes must be defined.
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DescriptionAttributes

Set the IP address used for performing the role switch.
Provide IP address from the subnet that is monitored by
Serviceguard

NOTE: This IP address should not be used to configure
HADR and the HADR must not use this IP for any
purpose. The format of this value should be as follows:
<IP_ADDRESS>:<SUBNET_ADDRESS>
For example: tkit/db2hadr/db2hadr/HADR_IP
10.76.1.200:10.76.1.0, where:
• 10.76.1.200 is the IP address

• 10.76.1.0 is the network subnet.

Suppose there are multiple subnets in the network,
HADR_IP must be defined for all the subnets.
For example: tkit/db2hadr/db2hadr/HADR_IP -
10.76.1.200:10.76.1.0

HADR_IP

tkit/db2hadr/db2hadr/HADR_IP -
10.10.1.50:10.10.1.0

Set it either to [yes ]or [no]. The value must be same for
both the primary and standby packages. If it is set to

RESTORE_ROLE

[yes], the toolkit performs a role switch when both
primary and standby databases are in “peer” state but
the current role of the HADR is different from the
configured role of the package (HADR_ROLE package
attribute) on both nodes. This can happen when the
original primary goes down and a forced role takeover
is done by the standby, and later the primary comes up
as standby. The default value is [no].

This attribute should be set if the database is on a
volume group. Configure this attribute, if the database
is on a local disk.

vg

These attributes are assigned if the package is
configured to failover to another node. Also, when the

ip_address and ip_subnet

package fails over from one node to another node,
client traffic IP and interconnect IP must be moved to the
new node. Both the IPs must be defined in the package.
For a sample package configuration file, see “Sample
package configuration file for the DB2 HADR standby
package created using the combined method of
packaging” (page 59)

It is a unique identifier for the dependency. It is used to
describe the relationship between two packages. The
default value is hadr4p_dep.

dependency_name

It describes the condition that must be true to satisfy the
dependency. The value must be pkg = up.

dependency_condition

The syntax is: <package name> = <package status>

It describes the location where the condition must be
satisfied. This is an optional parameter. If it is not
specified, the value must be "same_node".

dependency_location

It specifies the priority of the package. This is an optional
parameter. Valid value is a number from 1 to 3000.

priority

The default value is no_priority. A lower number
(for priority) indicates a higher priority.
If priority is not configured, the package is assigned the
default priority value, no_priority.
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DescriptionAttributes

Name of the service that Serviceguard monitors while
the package is up. This name must be unique for both

service_name

primary and standby packages in a Serviceguard
cluster. The default value for DB2 and DB2 HADR service
is db2_service and db2hadr_service,
respectively.

It is the command line to start the service.service_cmd

For DB2 service:$SGCONF/scripts/ecmt/db2/
tkit_module.sh db2_monitor.
For DB2 HADR service:$SGCONF/scripts/tkit/
db2hadr/tkit_module.sh db2hadr_monitor.

This attribute specifies the number of times the service
was restarted before failing. The default value is [none].

service_restart

This attribute enables Serviceguard to halt the node if
the service fails on that node. The default value is set to
[no].

service_fail_fast_enabled

It is used to determine the duration for which
Serviceguard waits for the service to halt before a
SIGKILL signal. The default value is [300 seconds].

service_halt_timeout

For DB2 HADR Service

Name of the service that Serviceguard monitors while
the package is up. This name must be unique for both

service_name

primary and standby packages in a Serviceguard
cluster. The default value is db2hadr_service.

$SGCONF/scripts/tkit/db2hadr/
tkit_module.sh db2hadr_monitor

service_cmd

This attribute specifies the number of times the service
was restarted before failing. The default value is [none].

service_restart

This attribute enables Serviceguard to halt the node if
the service fails on that node. The default value is set to
[no].

service_fail_fast_enabled

It is used to determine the duration for which
Serviceguard waits for the service to halt before a
SIGKILL signal. The default value is [300 seconds].

service_halt_timeout

NOTE:
• If you are using separate packaging method to create the DB2 HADR package, specify

a package dependency for the corresponding ECMT DB2 package.
• If separate packaging method is used to create a package, set the dependency and

priority attributes for the package while setting up the package for failover. All the HADR
packages are dependent on the ECMT DB2 package and the priority of the ECMT DB2
package must be lower than the HADR packages. Also, specify the dependency between
HADR packages so that the HADR package with higher priority must depend on the other
HADR package with lower priority. This ensures that if one package fails, all the packages
configured for that instance are moved to the alternate node.

For more information on package dependencies and priorities, see the latest Managing
Serviceguard manual at www.hp.com/go/hpux-serviceguard-docs → HP Serviceguard.
For additional information, see Dragging Rules for Simple Dependencies in the latest Managing
Serviceguard manual at www.hp.com/go/hpux-serviceguard-docs → HP Serviceguard.
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5. After the package configuration file is edited, save the file.
6. To validate the package configuration file, run the command:

cmcheckconf –P pkg.conf

7. To apply the command if the cmcheckconf command succeeds, run the command:
cmapplyconf -P pkg.conf

8. Confirm if you want to modify the package configuration. The default value is [yes]
9. To enable auto run and package failover, run the following commands,

$ cmmodpkg -e -n <node1> -n <node2> hadrpkg

and, $ cmmodpkg -e hadrpkg

10. To verify that the package is created, run the cmviewcl command.

Managing packages

Running packages
To start the DB2 database and DB2 HADR, start the package using the following command, if you
have used the combined packaging method to create packages:
# cmrunpkg <package_name>.
To start the DB2 database and DB2 HADR, when the separate packaging method is used to create
packages:
1. Start the dependent ECMT DB2 packages before starting the HADR packages using the

following command:
# cmrunpkg <db2_package_name>

2. Start the HADR package using the following command:
# cmrunpkg <hadr_package_name>

NOTE:
• The start command is the same for both primary and standby packages.

• You must start the standby package before starting the primary package. Otherwise, the
primary package fails to start.

Maintaining packages
When packages are set to the maintenance mode, it handles the maintenance work on both DB2
database and DB2 HADR without bringing down the package. You can set both combined and
separate packages to maintenance mode.
Maintaining combined packages
Perform the following steps to work with the toolkit maintenance mode for combined packages:
1. To enable the maintenance mode, in the Package Configuration file set the

MAINTENANCE_FLAG attribute to [Yes ] before applying the cmapplyconf command.
2. To start the maintenance mode for the package, in the TKIT_DIR path create the db2.debug

file.
3. To stop the maintenance mode and bring back the package in the running state, remove the

db2.debug file from the TKIT_DIR directory.
Maintaining separate packages
Perform the following steps to work with the toolkit maintenance mode for separate packages:
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1. To enable the maintenance mode, in the Package Configuration file, set the
MAINTENANCE_FLAG attribute to [Yes ] before applying the cmapplyconf command.

2. To start the maintenance mode for the HADR package in the TKIT_DIR of HADR package,,
create the hadr.debug file.

NOTE:
• If you set the dependent ECMT DB2 package in the maintenance mode (create db2.debug

file in the TKIT_DIR of the ECMT DB2 package), the HADR package automatically goes
to the maintenance mode, because the HADR package is dependent on the ECMT DB2
package.

• If the ECMT DB2 package fails, the dependent HADR packages also fail, even if it is in
the maintenance mode. This is because of the Serviceguard behavior, that is, when a
package on which other packages depend, fails, all the dependent packages also fail.

For more information on how to set the ECMT DB2 package in the maintenance mode, see
the latest HP Serviceguard Enterprise Cluster Master Toolkit User Guide manual at
www.hp.com/go/hpux-serviceguard-docs → HP Serviceguard Enterprise Cluster Master
Toolkit.

3. To stop the maintenance mode and bring the package back to the running state, remove the
hadr.debug file from the TKIT_DIR directory of the HADR package.
If you stop maintenance for the dependent ECMT DB2 package (that is, remove the db2.debug
file from the TKIT_DIR of the ECMT DB2 package), the HADR package also stops the
maintenance mode.

Halting packages
To halt a package, run the following command:
# cmhaltpkg <package_name>

NOTE:
• It is recommended to stop the primary package before stopping the standby package. This

ensures that the standby database is in sync with the primary database.
• If you have used the separate packaging method to create a package, halt the dependent

HADR packages before you halt the corresponding ECMT DB2 package.

Cluster verification for DB2 HADR toolkit
Cluster verification is a proactive mechanism to identify the cluster inconsistencies that adversely
affect the toolkit package failover to a node. This mechanism checks for Serviceguard supported
DB2 versions and HP Serviceguard Toolkits for Database Replication Solutions version on all the
package nodes of a cluster. Cluster verification is supported in Serviceguard A.11.20 and HP
Serviceguard Toolkits for Database Replication Solutions B.02.00 or later. If there are any
inconsistencies, the cmcheckconf command does not fail, but logs appropriate warning messages.
For example:
Consider a two-node cluster, where both nodes have Serviceguard A.11.20, but different versions
of HP Serviceguard Toolkits for Database Replication Solutions.
To check the package configuration, run the cmcheckconf command.
For example: node1# cmcheckconf -P pkg.conf
On node1, validation of the package HADR_pkg, succeeded with:
The toolkit configuration file will be backed up and a new file will be created in tkit_dir when the package 
configuration is applied.
On node2, validation of package HADR_pkg succeeded with:
The toolkit configuration file will be backed up and a new file will be created in tkit_dir when the package 
configuration is applied.
WARNING: Unsupported DB2 version on package nodes. Refer Support Matrix.
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Check syslog for more details.
cmcheckconf: Verification completed. No errors found.
Use the cmapplyconf command to apply the configuration.
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Troubleshooting
This section explains some of the problem scenarios that you might encounter while working with
the DB2 HADR toolkit in an HP Serviceguard Cluster.

Recommended ActionPossible CauseProblem Scenario

Configure SSH connection without
password properly.

The SSH connection without password
is not configured properly.

If the package log contains an error
message:
Host key verification 
failed.  Lost connection. 

To verify the possible cause:
1. Get the Interconnect traffic IP of the

Remote host. For example, consider
that the database name is a sample
on which HADR is configured. Run
the f# db2 get db cfg for
sample | grep HADR
command.
This returns the following result:
HADR database role = STANDBY
HADR local host name
(HADR_LOCAL_HOST) = 10.0.0.1
HADR local service name
(HADR_LOCAL_SVC) = 41005
HADR remote host name
(HADR_REMOTE_HOST) =
10.0.0.2 HADR remote service
name (HADR_REMOTE_SVC) =
41005 HADR instance name of
remote server
(HADR_REMOTE_INST) = db2inst1
HADR timeout value
(HADR_TIMEOUT) = 120 HADR
log write synchronization mode
(HADR_SYNCMODE) =
NEARSYNC HADR peer window
duration (seconds)
(HADR_PEER_WINDOW )= 0
In this example, Interconnect traffic
IP of the Remote host is:
“10.0.0.2”.

2. Run ssh or scp command to the
Interconnect traffic IP of the remote
host, if the ssh or scp prompts to
enter the password, it suggests that
SSH connection without password
is not configured properly.

Assign an appropriate IP to the primary
package.

The IP assigned to the primary
package is incorrect.

If the package log contains an error
message:
Failed to assign IP to 
primary package.

To understand the exact issue in the
assigned IP, execute the cmmodnet
command manually. Run this
command with the IP address and
subnet address assigned for the
HADR_IP attribute in the package
configuration file. If the command
fails, then identify the root cause of
the issue.

Re-sync both the primary and the
standby databases.

Admin assigns an HADR_IP in
package configuration file, which
already exists in the network.

Primary package starts HADR as
standby. In this case, both primary
and standby packages come up with
standby role.

Perform the following steps to re-sync
the databases:
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Recommended ActionPossible CauseProblem Scenario

1. Run db2 takeover hadr on db
sample by force command on
machine where the state of the DB2
HADR is one of the following states:
remote catchup pending, peer or
disconnected peer.

2. After the state changes to “peer”,
run the db2 takeover hadr on
db sample command on standby.

Limitations
This section lists the limitations of DB2 HADR toolkit in an HP Serviceguard Cluster:
• Start the standby package before you start the primary package. DB2 HADR toolkit does not

use the by force start command for primary database.
• Failover happens only at the instance level and not at the database level.
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4 Support and other resources
Information to collect before contacting HP

Be sure to have the following information available before you contact HP:

• Software product name

• Hardware product model number

• Operating system type and version

• Applicable error message

• Third-party hardware or software

• Technical support registration number (if applicable)

How to contact HP
Use the following methods to contact HP technical support:
Use the following methods to contact HP technical support:

• See the Contact HP worldwide website:
http://www.hp.com/go/assistance

• Use the Contact hp link on the HP Support Center website:
http://www.hp.com/go/hpsc

• In the United States, call +1 800 334 5144 to contact HP by telephone. This service is available
24 hours a day, 7 days a week. For continuous quality improvement, conversations might be
recorded or monitored.

Registering for software technical support and update service
Insight Management includes one year of 24 x 7 HP Software Technical Support and Update
Service. This service provides access to HP technical resources for assistance in resolving software
implementation or operations problems.
The service also provides access to software updates and reference manuals in electronic form as
they are made available from HP. Customers who purchase an electronic license are eligible for
electronic updates.
With this service, Insight Management customers benefit from expedited problem resolution as
well as proactive notification and delivery of software updates. For more information about this
service, see the following website:
http://www.hp.com/services/insight
Registration for this service takes place following online redemption of the license certificate.

How to use your software technical support and update service
As HP releases updates to software, the latest versions of the software and documentation are
made available to you. The Software Updates and Licensing portal gives you access to software,
documentation and license updates for products on your HP software support agreement.
You can access this portal from the HP Support Center:
http://www.hp.com/go/hpsc
After creating your profile and linking your support agreements to your profile, see the Software
Updates and Licensing portal at http://www.hp.com/go/hpsoftwareupdatesupport to obtain
software, documentation, and license updates.
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Warranty information
HP will replace defective delivery media for a period of 90 days from the date of purchase. This
warranty applies to all Insight Management products.

HP authorized resellers
For the name of the nearest HP authorized reseller, see the following sources:

• In the United States, see the HP U.S. service locator website:
http://www.hp.com/service_locator

• In other locations, see the Contact HP worldwide website:
http://www.hp.com/go/assistance

Documentation feedback
HP welcomes your feedback. To make comments and suggestions about product documentation,
send a message to:
docsfeedback@hp.com
Include the document title and part number in your message. All submissions become the property
of HP.

New and changed information in this edition
The following contents are added in this edition:
• Support for multiple database in an instance.

• Role takeover with peer window only option.

Related information
• HP Integrity servers: http://www.hp.com/go/integrity

• HP NonStop servers: http://www.hp.com/go/nonstop

Typographic conventions
This document uses the following typographical conventions:
Book title The title of a book. On the web, this can be a hyperlink to the

book itself.
Command A command name or command phrase, for example ls -a.
Computer output Information displayed by the computer.
Ctrl+x or Ctrl-x A key sequence that indicates you must hold down the keyboard

key labeled Ctrl while you press the letter x.
ENVIRONMENT VARIABLE The name of an environment variable, for example, PATH.
Key The name of a keyboard key. Return and Enter both refer to the

same key.
Term A term or phrase that is defined in the body text of the document,

not in a glossary.
User input Indicates commands and text that you type exactly as shown.
Replaceable The name of a placeholder that you replace with an actual value.
[ ] In command syntax statements, these characters enclose optional

content.
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{ } In command syntax statements, these characters enclose required
content.

| The character that separates items in a linear list of choices.
... Indicates that the preceding element can be repeated one or more

times.
WARNING An alert that calls attention to important information that, if not

understood or followed, results in personal injury.
CAUTION An alert that calls attention to important information that, if not

understood or followed, results in data loss, data corruption, or
damage to hardware or software.

IMPORTANT An alert that calls attention to essential information.
NOTE An alert that contains additional or supplementary information.
TIP An alert that provides helpful information.
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A To configure SSH connection without password for root
user between two nodes

This section describes how to configure SSH connection without password for root user between
two nodes.
In this example, it is considered that DB2 HADR is configured using the host names of the two
nodes (Node2 and Node3) as shown in the following db2 command result:
db2 get db cfg for <db2 database name> | grep -i hadr

In the following output, Node2 and Node3 are the host names of the nodes that are used to
configure DB2 HADR.

       Database Configuration for Database hadr5
 Path to log files                                       = 
/mnt/prim_data/hadr5/db2inst5/NODE0000/SQL00001/SQLOGDIR/
 HADR database role                                      = PRIMARY
 HADR local host name                  (HADR_LOCAL_HOST) = Node2
 HADR local service name                (HADR_LOCAL_SVC) = 41065
 HADR remote host name                (HADR_REMOTE_HOST) = Node3
 HADR remote service name              (HADR_REMOTE_SVC) = 41064
 HADR instance name of remote server  (HADR_REMOTE_INST) = db2inst5
 HADR timeout value                       (HADR_TIMEOUT) = 120
 HADR log write synchronization mode     (HADR_SYNCMODE) = NEARSYNC
 HADR peer window duration (seconds)  (HADR_PEER_WINDOW) = 0

To configure SSH connection without password between Node2 and Node3, use the following
commands. Ensure that .ssh directory exists on both the nodes in the root’s home directory.
Otherwise, create this directory using the command: mkdir /.ssh

NOTE: All commands are executed as root user.

On Node Node3
Generate the RSA and DSA keys on Node3.
Node3# /usr/bin/ssh-keygen -t rsa

At the prompts:
1. Accept the default location for the key file.
2. Do not enter any password here when asked for a pass phrase. Leave it empty.
Node3# /usr/bin/ssh-keygen -t dsa

At the prompts:
1. Accept the default location for the key file.
2. Do not enter any password here when asked for a pass phrase. Leave it empty.
On Node Node2
Node2# /usr/bin/ssh-keygen -t rsa

At the prompts:
1. Accept the default location for the key file.
2. Do not enter any password here when asked for a pass phrase. Leave it empty.
Node2# /usr/bin/ssh-keygen -t dsa

At the prompts:
1. Accept the default location for the key file.
2. Do not enter any password here when asked for a pass phrase. Leave it empty.
Generate authorization keys and known hosts:
Node2# touch /.ssh/authorized_keys
Node2# cd /.ssh

NOTE: Provide root user’s password for the following four commands.

Node2# ssh Node2 cat /.ssh/id_rsa.pub >> /.ssh/authorized_keys 
Node2# ssh Node2 cat /.ssh/id_dsa.pub >> /.ssh/authorized_keys
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Node2# ssh Node3 cat /.ssh/id_rsa.pub >> /.ssh/authorized_keys
Node2# ssh Node3 cat /.ssh/id_dsa.pub >> /.ssh/authorized_keys

Node2# scp /.ssh/authorized_keys Node3:.ssh/authorized_keys

NOTE: Provide root user’s password when asked.

Node2# exec /usr/bin/ssh-agent $SHELL
Node2# /usr/bin/ssh-add
Identity added: /.ssh/id_rsa (/.ssh/id_rsa)
Identity added: /.ssh/id_dsa (/.ssh/id_dsa)

Node2# ssh Node2 ls /.ssh
Are you sure you want to add node Node2 to the list of known hosts? yes
 Note: It may not ask the above question.  Give ‘root’ user’s password if asked.

Node2# ssh Node3 ls /.ssh
Are you sure you want to add node Node3 to the list of known hosts? yes
 Note: It may not ask the above question.

On node Node3 (Once the setup on Node2 is complete)
Generate the “known hosts” entry by running the following commands:
Node3# ssh Node3 ls /.ssh
Are you sure you want to add node Node3 to the list of known hosts? yes

Node3# ssh Node2 ls /.ssh 
Are you sure you want to add node Node2 to the list of known hosts? yes

The SSH connection without password setup is complete. Verify that the connection is proper and
the system executes all the four commands without asking for password. For example:
On node Node3:

Node3# ssh Node3 ls /.ssh
Node3# ssh Node2 ls /.ssh

On node Node2:

Node2# ssh Node2 ls /.ssh
Node2# ssh Node3 ls /.ssh

To set SSH connection without password between multiple nodes for the
same IP

After the SSH connection without password is configured between two IPs placed on different
nodes, and if any IP is moved to another node, SSH communication displays the Man-in-middle
attack error message. If the Standby package moves from Node3 to Node4, similar error occurs
when Primary package attempts to write status file to Node4. To avoid this you must edit
USER_HOME/.ssh/known_hosts file.
Perform the following steps to solve this issue:

NOTE: Corresponding to Node1 and Node2 in Figure 12 (page 36), consider that IP1 is used
as Interconnect traffic IP. Similarly, IP2 is used as Interconnect traffic IP between Node3 and Node4.

1. Consider IP1 is assigned to Node2, and IP2 is assigned to Node3. To configure a SSH
connection without password between IP1 and IP2, follow the procedure described in “ To
configure SSH connection without password for root user between two nodes” (page 56)

2. After SSH connection without password is set successfully, move IP2 from Node3 to Node4.
Now, SSH from IP1 to IP2 shows the following error:
@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@       WARNING: POSSIBLE DNS SPOOFING DETECTED!        
  @
@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@The RSA host key for foo-bar.net has changed,
and the key for the corresponding IP address 127.0.0.1
is unchanged. This could either mean that
DNS SPOOFING is happening or the IP address for the host
and its host key has changed at the same time.
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Offending key for IP in /home/user/.ssh/known_hosts:6
@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@    WARNING: REMOTE HOST IDENTIFICATION HAS CHANGED!   
  @
@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@IIT IS POSSIBLE THAT SOMEONE IS DOING SOMETHING NASTY!

3. A warning message Offending key for IP in /home/user/.ssh/known_hosts is displayed.
4. Remove the [key number 6] from /home/user/.ssh/known_hosts, and then copy it in

a temporary file.
5. To add a new key to/home/user/.ssh/known_hosts.
6. Copy the old key stored in the temporary file again to/home/user/.ssh/known_hosts,

perform a SSH from IP1 to IP2.
7. Perform the same procedure for SSH connection without password from IP2 to IP1.
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B Sample package configuration file for the DB2 HADR
standby package created using the combined method of
packaging

This section provides with a sample package configuration file for the DB2 HADR standby package
created using the combined method of packaging:
# **********************************************************************
# ****** HIGH AVAILABILITY PACKAGE CONFIGURATION FILE (template) *******
# **********************************************************************
# ******* Note: This file MUST be edited before it can be used. ********
# * For complete details about package parameters and how to set them, *
# * consult the Serviceguard manual. 
# **********************************************************************
package_name hadr_standby  

package_description   "Serviceguard Standby Package"

package_type   failover

node_name  node1

script_log_file   /etc/cmcluster/hadr_standby/$SG_PACKAGE.log

# ************ ECMT DB2 TOOLKIT PARAMETERS ************

ecmt/db2/db2/TKIT_DIR  /etc/cmcluster/hadr_standby 

ecmt/db2/db2/ALERT_MAIL_ID mailid@hp.com  

ecmt/db2/db2/INSTANCE_NAME db2inst1  

ecmt/db2/db2/PARTITION_NUMBER   0

ecmt/db2/db2/MONITOR_PROCESSES   db2sysc

ecmt/db2/db2/MAINTENANCE_FLAG   yes

ecmt/db2/db2/MONITOR_INTERVAL   30

ecmt/db2/db2/TIME_OUT   30

service_name   db2_service
service_cmd   "$SGCONF/scripts/ecmt/db2/tkit_module.sh db2_monitor"
service_restart   none
service_fail_fast_enabled   no
service_halt_timeout   300

service_name   db2hadr_service
service_cmd   "$SGCONF/scripts/tkit/db2hadr/tkit_module.sh db2hadr_monitor"
service_restart   none
service_fail_fast_enabled   no
service_halt_timeout   300

# ************ DB2-HADR TOOLKIT PARAMETERS ************

tkit/db2hadr/db2hadr/HADR_ROLE standby  

tkit/db2hadr/db2hadr/HADR_DATABASE sample  

tkit/db2hadr/db2hadr/ROLE_MANAGEMENT yes

tkit/db2hadr/db2hadr/HADR_IP 10.76.1.200:10.76.1.0  

tkit/db2hadr/db2hadr/RESTORE_ROLE   yes

Provide Client traffic IP and Interconnect traffic IP as package IP, if the package is configured to failover 
to another node.
ip_subnet       10.76.1.0  
ip_address      10.76.1.100 

Provide VG name if the database is configured in a VG.
vg vg_standby

NOTE: To configure the package configuration file for a primary package, add primary as
the HADR_ROLE attribute. You must change the service_name attribute for both DB2 and DB2
HADR, if the primary package is also configured in the same cluster.
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C Sample package configuration file for the DB2 HADR
standby package created using the separate method of
packaging

This section provides with a sample package configuration file for the DB2 HADR standby package
created using the separate method of packaging:
# **********************************************************************
# ****** HIGH AVAILABILITY PACKAGE CONFIGURATION FILE (template) *******
# **********************************************************************
# ******* Note: This file MUST be edited before it can be used. ********
# * For complete details about package parameters and how to set them, *
# * consult the Serviceguard manual.
# **********************************************************************
package_name                          hadr4p

package_description                   "Serviceguard Package"

package_type                          failover

node_name                             node1

script_log_file                       /etc/cmcluster/hadr4p/$SG_PACKAGE.log

# ************ DB2 HADR TOOLKIT PARAMETERS ************

tkit/db2hadr/hadr/TKIT_DIR            /etc/cmcluster/hadr4p

tkit/db2hadr/hadr/HADR_ROLE           standby

tkit/db2hadr/hadr/HADR_DATABASE       hadr4

tkit/db2hadr/hadr/ROLE_MANAGEMENT     yes

tkit/db2hadr/hadr/HADR_IP             10.10.2.121:10.10.2.0

tkit/db2hadr/hadr/RESTORE_ROLE        yes

tkit/db2hadr/hadr/MAINTENANCE_FLAG    yes

tkit/db2hadr/hadr/MONITOR_INTERVAL    30

service_name                          db2hadr_service
service_cmd                           "$SGCONF/scripts/tkit/db2hadr/tkit_module.sh db2hadr_monitor"
service_restart                       none
service_fail_fast_enabled             no
service_halt_timeout                  300
dependency_name                       hadr4p_dep

dependency_condition                  db2p = up

dependency_location                   same_node

priority                              20

Provide Client traffic IP and Interconnect traffic IP as package IP, if the package is configured to failover 
to another node.

ip_subnet                              10.10.2.0

ip_address                             10.10.2.115

NOTE:
• To configure the package configuration file for a primary package, add primary as the

HADR_ROLE attribute. You must change the service_name attribute for both DB2 and DB2
HADR, if the primary package is also configured in the same cluster.

• The dependency condition specifies that the ECMT DB2 package must be up on the same
node where the package is starting.
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Glossary
ECMT Enterprise Cluster Master Toolkit
EDC Extended Distance Cluster
HA High Availability
HADR High Availability Disaster Recovery
MAA Maximum Availability Architecture
MNP Multi Node Package
ODG Oracle Data Guard
RAC Oracle Real Application Clusters
vg Volume Group
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